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5. THE BARYON ASYMMETRY OF THE UNIVERSE 

The new interactions predicted by most grand unified 

theories are so weak that they are unobservable in the laboratory, 

except?possibly in proton decay. 

Fortunately, there was one time at which the new interac- 

tions would have been very important: the first instant after 

the big bang when the universe was incredibly hot and dense. 

This cosmological "laboratory" may have left relics of the grand 

unified interactions that are observable today. In particular, 

the new interactions may be responsible for the observed excess 

of baryons over antibaryons in the universe (the baryon asymmetry). 

In this chapter I will outline the status of the baryon asymmetry. 

For a more detailed discussion, especially of the astrophysical 

aspects, see the recent detailed studies [5.1-5.21 and reviews 

c5.3-5.61 of earlier work. Another possible relic of the big 

bang, superheavy magnetic monopoles, is discussed in Chapter 6. 

Speculations on other possible connections between grand unifica- 

tion and cosmology, such as galaxy formation [5.7-5.91 or the 

role of dissipative phencmena in smoothing the universe [5.9-5.101 

are discussed in [5.4-5.5,5.71. 

The Baryon Excess 

The two facts that one would like to explain are: (a) our 

region of the universe contains baryons but essentially no anti- 

baryons. (The observations are reviewed by Steigman r5.111 and 

Barrow [5.333, and (b) the observed baryon number density to 

entropy density ratio is 15.1, 5.121 

knB 2 lo-9.'8+1.6 - 
S (5.1) 
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(This is " l/7 the present baryon to photon density ratio 

n /n .B y_[5.11. However, the entropy s per co-moving volume is a 

more useful quantity because s is a constant for an adiabatically 

expanding universe, while n 
Y 

is modified by processes such as 

e+e- annihilation [5.133). For some interesting comments on the 

relevance of (5-l) for our existence, see [5.14]. 

If baryon number were exactly conserved and if the net 

baryon number of the universe were initially zero then, for a 

homogeneous universe, one would expect nB = nB. Also, BE (or 

qs) annihilations could occur for the first 10V3 sec. of the 

universe (until nucleons drop out of equilibrium) leading to 

knB/s < 10-l' [5.11,5.3], nine orders of magnitude too small. 

Therefore the observed baryon excess would probably have to be 

postulated as an initial condition k(n B-nE)/s "‘10 -9.8 on the 

big bang if baryon number were conserved. The requirement of 

such a small number as an arbitrary initial condition is possible 

but very unesthetic. The other possibility, that the total 

baryon number of the universe is zero but baryons and antibaryons 

exist in widely separated regions, is generally disfavored, partly 

because there are no viable scenarios for how the separation could 

have come about [5.11,5.3]. Furthermore, Steigman [5.11] has 

argued on the basis of causality that even if such- a separation 

mechanism were found, the maximum size of the matter and anti- 

matter regions would be far too small (Their mass would be 

<1o-b Mo). For a recent discussion of the opposite point of 

view, see f5.153. 

The situation is entirely different if baryon number is not 
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absolutely conserved. It would then be possible for the initial 

baryon number of the universe to be zero (or an arbitrary non- 

zero value), with the presently observed baryon excess generated 

dynamically in the first instant after the big bang. The first 

detailed models of this type were by Sakharov [5.16] and Kuzmin 

[4.76] (see also the early remarks by Weinberg [5.173), who 

showed that baryon number generation requires: (a) baryon number 

violation: (b) CP and C violation (otherwise, the reaction rates 

that produce quarks and antiquarks will be equal); and (c) non- 

equilibrium (the CPT theorem implies degeneracy between baryons 

and antibaryons, so that n B 
= n- B in equilibrium). The idea of 

baryon number generation was later revived by Ignatiev et al. 

r5.181, who considered an SU2 x Ul model with baryon number vio- 

lating Yukawa couplings, and by Yoshimura [5.19]-, who considered 

grand unified theories. I will now describe the basic scenario 

of baryon number generation by particle interactions and decays 

in grand unified theories. For other mechanisms, such as those 

involving quantum gravity, particle creation in the gravitational 

field of an expanding universe [5.20-5.211, the evaporation of 

black holes [5.22-5.241, or the effects of anisotropy or inhomo- 

geneities, the reader is referred to the reviews [5.3,5.73 or 

the original papers. For baryon number generation-in theories 

with integer charged quarks, see [5.25]and r3.94). The effects 

of some non-standard mechanisms were mentioned in Section 4.4. 

Following Yoshimura [5.19], a number of authors 15.22, 

5.26-5.331 discussed the types of reactions in grand unified 

theories that could produce a baryon asymmetry. Some of the early 
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studies [5.19,5.29] assumed that baryon-number violating 2+-+2 

reactions of fermions were important. However, Toussaint et al. 

[5.22], Weinberg [5.27], and Dolgov [5.28] showed that reactions 

involving massless particles only should not generate an important 

baryon asymmetry, because if these particles were initially in 

kinetic equilibrium (this assumption has been questioned, how- 

ever [5.10,5.3] ) th en the expansion of the universe would merely 

redshift their distributions and not pull them out of equilibrium. 

(The need for non-equilibrium is further discussed in p5.76, 

5.22,5.26-5.281). It is therefore now generally believed that 

reactions involving massive particles are necessary. Weinberg 

[5.27] and Toussaint et al. 'i5.221 suggested that a baryon asym- 

metry could be created by the decays of heavy particles. (Such 

decays were also used in some of the pre-GUT models). These 

could in principle be gauge bosons! Higgs bosons, or even heavy 

fermions L5.27, 3.53, 3.68, 4.71-j. However the SU5 model has no 

superheavy fermions (and their effects have not been investigated 

in detail in other models), and, as will be seen below, there are 

several reasons to believe that the decays of superheavy gauge 

bosons are not important. However, a baryon asymmetry can be 

generated by the decays of superheavy color triplet Higgs particles 

Ha and their anti-particles E a' such as the color triplet in the 

5 in the SU5 model. Let us assume for now that soon after the 

big bang the baryon number violating interactions came into 

equilibrium so that any initial baryon asymmetry was washed out. 

If the expansion (and therefore cooling) rate of the universe was 
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sufficiently rapid compared to the Higgs decay rate, the H and 

E may Adepending on their mass) have dropped out of equilibrium. 

Their subsequent decays could then have generated a baryon asymmetry. 

This could have occurred despite the equal densities and the equal 

total decay rates (which follow from CPT) of the H and E, because 

if C and CP are violated one could still have different partial 

decay rates: 

WWI~~~) # I'(i%qq) 

r(H+qR) # I? (H+qCRC) (5.2) 

The details of this scenario have been investigated by a 

number of authors [5.26-5.27, 5.29-5.40, 5.1-5.21. The predic- 

tions for knD/s depend quite sensitively on the parameters of 

the model, but a value of lO-go8 seems possible. (The minimal 

SU5 model with a single Higgs 5 yields a smaller value of 

f 10-20 r i5.29,5.36-5.34 1 but knD/s z 10mgo8 can occur if more 

5's are added). I will now discuss the various components of this 

scenario in more detail. 

The basic questions to be addressed are: (a) Was there an 

initial baryon asymmetry at the Planck time (5.4 x 10-44sec.)? 

(b) If sot was it washed out by subsequent reactions? (c) Did .the 

Higgs or other superheavy particles drop out of equilibrium? 

(d) If so, how much baryon number was generated by their decays? 

(e) Was the baryon asymmetry diluted by any subsequent effects? 

The first two questions are especially relevant to deciding 

which of the following scenarios [5.29,5.4] is most likely: (i) 

an initially large asymmetry could have been diluted to the observed 
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value; (ii) an initial asymmetry could have been diluted to 

kng/s_<<10Bg*8 and then reestablished by heavy particle decays; 

(iii) The initial asymmetry may have been negligible, with the 

present asymmetry generated by decays. The first possibility 

is similar to the baryon conserving case in that it would require 

an unnatural adjustment of parameters. In (ii) and (iii) knR/s 

is independent of initial conditions and, in principle, calculable. 

(a) The question of an initial baryon asymmetry has been 

speculated on by several authors [5.27,5.29,5.7] . Weinberg has 

argued that for T > m 
P = 1.22 x 1019 GeV, the graviton interactions 

would have been so strong as to thermalize all particle distribu- 

tions. If the gravitational interactions (which could include 

other interactions unified with gravity) violated baryon number, 

the initial baryon asymmetry would then presumably be zero. If 

they conserved baryon number, on the other hand, the asymmetry 

could be nonzero. 

For T < mP the important baryon number violating reactions 

were presumably the decays and inverse decays of heavy bosons x 

and G (x can represent either gauge bosons X or Higgs bosons H) 

and 2+-+2 collisions between light fermions. Let us first assume 

that the initial asymmetry was zero. Including the effects of 

time dilation, the rates r x for x decay, Tc for collisions, and 

H E k/R for the expansion of the universe at temperature T are 

15.27-j 

2 
TX Z ax Mx N 

[(kT)2 + Mx2] * 
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rc 2 
CX~~(KT)~N 

[(kT)2 + Mx2]' 

H = 1.6'6 (kT)'2 N' 
mP (5.3) 

For gauge bosons, ax = g2/4n. -lo-2, while for Higgs bosons, 

CIH = GF fii2/4n -lo-5 - lo+ r5.371 (rn2 is an average fermion 

mass2). N is the number of helicity states in the theory. 

Typically N >, 100. The expression for Tc is not quite valid 

near T - M x, because Tc can be enhanced by the production of 

virtual x bosons [5.2,5.4,5.1]. It is convenient to remove 

such s-channel poles from r c and include them in TX (to which 

they are related by unitarity). 

For ax2 NC<1 and Mx < mp, (5.3) implies that the expansion 

rate H is large compared to 'JYx and Tc for T 5 mp. As long as 

H>> rx (i.e. as long as the age of the universe is short compared 

to the x lifetime) the x 2 pairs will maintain their initial 

ideal gas distributions n - n- - T 3 
X X 

, red-shifted to temperature 

T - l/R. The decays of x and X begin when the age of the universe 

is comparable to the x lifetime, r 
X 

- H, which occurs a temperature 

TD given by 

k TD F (N' ax Mx mp) % . (5.4) 

If TD>>m x , the x bosons will still be in equilibrium at TD and 

no asymmetry will be produced. If TD<<Mx, on the other hand, 

n - n- - 
X X 

T3 will far exceed the equilibrium exp (-Mx/kT) distri- 

bution. The x and Z decays can then generate a baryon asymmetry, 

with inverse decays unimportant. From (5.4),the condition for 
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x and 2 to be out of equilibrium is Mx > MC E N 
4 ax mp Z 10 ax mP. 

Yoshimra 15.321 I Kolb and Wolfram [5.21r and Fry, Olive and 

Turner F5.11 have carried out more detailed calculations that 

yield the improved condition 

Mx > MC - 10 -l a 
X mP (5.5) 

for nonequilibrium. For a gauge boson, the condition is 

MX z lo= GeV, which is not satisfied by the X and Y bosons of 

the SU5 model, while for a Higgs boson MH > 1012-1013 GeV, which 

is quite possible. 

A popular scenario is therefore that at k TDX 2 1016 GeV 

the X and Y boson decays and inverse decays become important. 

The X and Y are still in equilibrium, so these reactions will 

wash out an initial baryon asymmetry if it is not too large. 

2++2 collisions may also contribute to the wash out [5.32-5.33, 

5.21, but this is somewhat controversial [5.1-5.2,5.4,5.27,5.32- 

5.331. At later times (smaller T) the X and Y interactions will 

cease being important (because of Boltzmann factors). Finally, 

when the Higgs particles start to decay (at the appropriate 

TDH) a baryon asymmetry can be created if MH>>TDH. 

The baryon density created by the x and x decays is 

15.27, 5.37) 

knB knx (TD) 
-= 

s (TD) 
aB = 45 c(')) 

S 4Ti2 
'+ AB ' O-l4 !k AB, 
gT gT 

(5.6) 

where N 
X 

is the number of x and z spin states and gT = gB + 

i gFtwhere gg and gF are the total number of boson and fermion 

spin states. In SU5 with three families and a single (complex) 
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Hiws 5, gB = 2 x 24 + 24 + 2 x 5 = 82, gF = 2 x 3 x 15 = 90, 

and gT = 160. Also, N-- = 36 for X and Y decays or 12 for H 
x 

decays. In 

or 2 decay, 

l-r are the 

(1-r) are those for Z + q"Rb and qq, then 15.271 

(5.6), AB - s/4 is the average baryon number per x 

which depends on the details of the model. If r and 

branching ratios for x+qR and x-tqcqc, and r and 

AB = ; = +{$r-$(l-r)-!j?+$(l-?))= +(r-;), 

(5.7) 
Hence, for H decays in SU5, knB/s 2 .Ol AB, requiring 2AB - 

lo-6-la-g (assuming that MH is sufficiently large). Estimates 

of AB will be discussed below. 

This scenario, in which the X and Y reactions wash out any 

initial asymmetry and then the H and I? decays create the present 

asymmetry, is very attractive. However, there is only a small 

range of masses for the X, Y and H for which it occurs [5.7,5.3]. 

Several authors f5.26, 5.34-5.35, 5.1-5.21 have pointed out that 

the 2t-+2 baryon-number violating collision rates may be sufficiently 

rapid that, even if they do not come into full equilibrium, the 

asymmetry generated by the boson decays can be diluted. This 

dilution, which does not require CP violation, is most important 

for large ax and small Mx. 

The general ideas described above have been verified by 

more detailed studies by Kolb and Wolfram c5.21, and by Fry, 

Olive, and Turner IS.11 , who carry out numerical integrations 

the Boltzmann equation. Fry r et al. consider the decays of 

of 

either gauge or Higgs bosons (-but unfortunately not both at the 

same time), and use the SU5 model for specific counting factors. 
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Kolb and Wolfram consider a toy model that incorporates the 

main fRatures. These papers should be consulted for detailed 

analyses of the washout of initial asymmetries (as a function 

of T) and the generation of a new asymmetry. The results of 

Fry et al. r 3 5.1 can be summarized by 

2 =I (2), exp (-0.64 3) 
X 

+ 0.031 iAB(zr*5/[1 + (zro5j, (5.8) 

where M 
C 

= 0.20 axmp,and h = 1 or l/3 for the case that x is a 

gauge or Higgs boson, respectively. The first term represents 

the washout of an initial asymmetry (knB/s)I,due mainly to x 

decays and inverse decays. This washout occurs whether or not 

CP is violated, and is calculated assuming nB - nL = 0 initially. 

(.See the original paper for the case that nB - nL # 0). If B-L 

is not conserved, the exponent is changed to (-.96 Mc/Mx). The 

second term represents the asymmetry generated by x decays. It 

agrees with (5.6)in the limit M >> M 
X C 

and goes to zero, as 

expected, for Mx << MC. Dilution effects due to inverse decays 

and 2+-+2 collisions are represented by the (Mx/Mc)le5 factors. 

For example, in the SU5 model with M = My = 6 x 1014GeV 

and ax = CY. 5 z 0.0244, one has MC 2 6 x 10" GeV. Hence, the 

decays and inverse decays of X and Y bosons will dilute any 

initial asymmetry by 2 10 -28 . The production of a new asymmetry 

is suppressed by the (MX/Mc)lq5 factor, however, so that a ABX 

of = 5 x lo-6 would be required to generate knB/s - 10 -9.8 by 

X and Y decays. As will be discussed below, this is too large a 
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ABX to expect, at least in the SU5 model. Fortunately, however, 

the asymmetry could be produced by H decays in a second step. 

For aH = 10 -6 - 1f5, McH is in the range 2 x 10 12 - 2 x 1013 GeV. 

For MH r MCH, for example, a smaller value of ABH * 10 -6 - lo-g 

would suffice to generate the observed asymmetry. 

Before discussing the estimates of AB, I would like to 

mention two other complications. The first is that above some 

critical temperature T 
Cl 

the universe presumably undergoes a tran- 

sition to the phase in which the grand unified gauge symmetry is 

unbroken. For T > T c the gauge bosons will be massless and at 

TZT 
C 

some Higgs bosons will be massless. Such effects could 

affectthe calculation of the baryon asymmetry [5.2,5.4lj , but 

are probably not too significant if T > M 
C X' The other complica- 

tion is that knB/s could be reduced by processes that occur after 

the generation of nB. For example, Carr and Turner [5.7] discuss 

classical dissipation processes such as black hole formation. 

Several authors f5.421 have recently pointed out that additional 

entropy could have been generated at the time of a second phase 

transition below which SU2 x Ul is broken to UIEM. The point is 

that if the bare Higgs mass2 is zero, so that a physical Higgs 

mass of 1-1~ =9-10 GeV (depending on sinL Ow) is generated by radia- 

tive corrections (Section 2.4,3), then the SU2 x Ul phase transi- 

tion would have been strongly first order. The universe would 

have supercooled below the critical temperature, with the entropy 

increasing by an unwelcome factor of 10 5 - lo6 due to the latent 

heat produced when the transition finally occurred. 
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Estimates of B [5.29,5.36-5.40,5.31,5.141 

JB, which is one half the baryon number produced for every 

X - 2 pair that decays, depends sensitively on the details of the 

grand unified theory, and in particular on the details of CP 

violation in the model. It unfortunately turns out that neither 

the sign nor the magnitude of AB is directly related to the ob- 

served CP violation in the kaon system in most models. In the 

following I will assume that CP violation is hard-so that it 

definitely survives at the temperatures relevant to baryon num- 

ber generation, Spontaneous CP violation is considered in 

Chapter 6. 

A non-zero baryon asymmetry can only occur when loop con- 

tributions to the decay amplitudes are considered. For example, 

if 9, is the tree level amplitude for x + qR then, by CPT, 

q0* 
is the amplitude for s + qCRC. Therefore, from (5.7), 

AB = $ (r-2) a 1qo12 - 1qo*12 = 0. (5.9) 

However, when one loop contributions, such as those indicated 

in Figure 5.11are included then q, is replaced by q. + ql x 

1 'Mx2 + i&l, where the loop diagram is a product of a coupling 

parameter ql and a Feynman integral I(Mx2 + ic.), evaluated above 

the s-channel cut. Then 

AB = 19, + 91 1 (Mx2+ic) 1 2 - /qo* + ql*I (Mx2+iE) I 2 

= lqo + 91 I'Mx 2+ie) I2 - jqo + ql I(Mx2-ie) I2 

K Im(qoql*) Im(I(Mx2+i&))t (5.10) 

so that a non-zero AB requires both CP violation (Im qoql* f 0) 
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and an s-channel discontinuity. 

-Several groups [5.29,5.36-5.391 have considered AB in the 

SU5 model. Let us first consider AB for Higgs decays, since we 

have already seen that Higgs bosons are more likely to be out of 

equilibrium when they decay because of their smaller couplings. 

AS in (3.63) and (3.64), let yp and Yp represent the Yukawa 

couplings of the p th Higgs 5 to fermions 

+ rp mn +lOm +lOn Hp (5.11) 

Then, summing over all fermion families, one has [5.29,5.36-5.39-j 

AB 0~ Im Tr (rqtrP yqt yP) (5.12) 

from the exchange of H 
q 

in the decay of H 
P' 

Note that AB = 0 

for p = q. That is, in the minimal SU5 model with a single Higgs 

5 there are not enough phases to generate a non-zero AB at the 

one-loop level. (In fact, one must consider three loop diagrams 

to get a non-zero AB in this case [5.29,5.38]). Also, the exchange 

of gauge bosons are not important: up to negligible fermion mass 

corrections we can work in the interaction basis in which the 

gauge couplings are real and diagonal in the family indices. 

Hence, the contribution of the last diagram in 5.1. to AB is 

proportional to g2 Im Tr(ypyPt) = 0 . 

The full expression for AB (for the non-minimal model with 

more than one 5) is given by Nanopoulos and Weinberg [5.37] and 

Yildiz and Cox r5.361. The quantity in (5.12) must be multiplied 

by Im I, which depends on M2 Hp'":q' and divided by the H total 
P 
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decay rate, which involves P P+ Tr(y y ) and Tr(T I? P Pi) . Nanopoulos 

and W&nberg estimate 15.373 

ABH - r2E Im I , (5.13) 

where 

r2 - GF fi2 - 4TrctH (5.14) 

is an average Yukawa coupling. 2 For the known fermion masses 

(-appropriately renormalized to high energy) they find m - 1.1 - 

2.5 GeV and r2 - lOa - lo-5. E is a typical CP violating Yukawa 

phase, estimated to be 10 -2 -1, and &I 'I - 10 -2 - lo-3 when the 

appropriate factors of T, etc. are included. Hence, Nanopoulos 

and Weinberg conclude that ABH - 10 -6 - 10-10 for the non-minimal 

SU5 model. This is exactly the range required by the observed 

asymmetry. 

It is difficult to make this estimate more precise, or even 

to predict the sign of ABH, because it depends on the masses and 

numbers of Higgs 5's and on their Yukawa couplings and phases. 

With more than a single 5, the Yukawa couplings cannot be uniquely 

determined from the fermion masses. Also, there are many CP 

violating phases in the matrices y P and r P , while only one 

6 is measurable in the kaon system. The agreement between 

and experiment for the baryon asymmetry in the non-minimal 

phase 

theory 

s"5 
model is therefore highly encouraging, but cannot be regarded as a 

quantitative test of the specific model. 

Nanopoulos has made the amusing observation [5.14,5.5] that 

the third family of fermions may be "needed" because in a two 

family world, m2 and therefore knB/s would be reduced by several 
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orders of magnitude. 

Pt should be commented that in the non-minimal SU5 model, 

there need only be one light doublet of Higgs particles. The 

other SU2 doublets could have superheavy masses. 

Other models and decay mechanisms have also been considered 

[5.37-5.40,5.31] . One generally expects the baryon asymmetry 

generated by Higgs decays to be similar to the non-minimal SU5 

model. As has already been described, the couplings of gauge 

bosons to fermions are intrinsically real in the interaction basis. 

Therefore, it is necessary to go to higher order diagrams to 

generate a non-zero ABE for X and Y decays. This smallness of ABX 

is a further reason for the unimportance of X and Y decays, in 

addition to the fact that they are less likely to be out of 

equilibrium. 

For the minimal SU5 model, AB is non-zero only at the three 

loop level [5.29,5.38]. One would expect ABH to be suppressed by 

r2 - lo-8 - 10-10 from (5.13), implying knB/s cz lO-2o 15.381. 

Kuzmin and Shaposhnikov [5.40]have observed that models such 

as SOlo which contain a C invariant SU2L x SU2R x Ul subgroup will 

not generate an adequate baryon asymmetry unless the SU2R subgroup 

is broken at a very large mass scale (comparable to MX). This is 

because C violation is spontaneous in such theories, so that AB 

is suppressed by a factor s /M . 
Rx 
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6. OTHER ASPECTS OF GRAND UNIFICATION 

6?1 Fermions and Fermion Masses 

This section discusses fermion masses, including neutrino 

masses, in grand unified theories. Attempts to avoid an arbitrary 

repetition of fermion families by extending grand unified models to 

include horizontal symmetries are also described. 

6.1.1 The Survival Hypothesis 

The survival hypothesis of Georgi [3.38] and of Barbieri, 

Nanopoulos, Morchio, and Strocchi 13.67, 3.92-j ( see also r6.1:) 

states that if a symmetry Gl (which can include local, global, 

and discrete components) is broken down to a smaller symmetry G2 

at a mass scale M then any G2 invariant (but Gl violating) fermion 

mass terms will, in general, be of order M. This is best explained 

by several examples. 

(a) Consider the standard Georgi-Glashow SU5 model, with one 

family for simplicity, with SU5 broken to Gs = SU3 x SU2 x Ul at 

MX 2 1014 GeV. There is no way to write Gs invariant mass terms 

for the fermion fields in $La and $L ab (in 5* and 10 representations), 

so the fermions remain massless. (Small masses are of course in- 

duced by Gs breaking). 

(b) Add to the Georgi-Glashow model additional fermion fields 
a 

nL and XLar transforming as 5 and 5*, respectively, so that the 

fermion representation is fL = 5* + 10 + 5 + 5*. Assume that bare 

mass terms n "LT ' 'La and qL aT c +,, are forbidden by a discrete 

symmetry D (so that Gl = SU5 x D). After symmetry breaking,the 

5 can combine with a linear combination of the two 5*'s (which can 
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be taken to be XL by an appropriate choice of basis), to form 

five particles with mass of order MX. The remaining 5* + 10 are 

massless. To see this explicitly, the Yukawa coupling 

aT c y 'IL (9 : 'Lb (6.1) 

is SU5 x D invariant (where nL+ -n L and Q + -a under D, with the 

other fields invariant). After symmetry breaking this yields the 

Gs invariant mass term 
aT 

YllL c <Ob> x a8Lb' 

where 

yGb> 
a 0 

= y diag(v,v,v, - iv, - ; v), 

(6.2) 

(c) This example is the same as the previous one, except 

@ -+ +@ under D. Then, not only the bare mass but also the Yukawa 

coupling (6.1) is eliminated by D (i.e. y must be zero). After 

symmetry breaking all of the fermions remain massless. Formally, 

this is because G2 = Gs x D; there is no way to write a G2 invariant 

mass term. 

The survival hypothesis is very useful in discussing the 

pattern of fermion masses in the presence of a hierarchy of symme- 

try breaking stages. In particular, Barbieri and Nanopoulos [3.92] 

and Georgi 13.381 have argued against vectorlike theories (such 

as SU 4 
4 or some SO- 10 models embedded into larger groups (see below)) 

on the grounds that all of the fermions would acquire masses of \ 
order MX,just as the 5 * and 5 in example (b). Furthermore, one 

can argue L3.921 that the observed maximal parity violation of Gs 
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is due to the survival hypothesis: any conjugate pairs of fermion 

fields Acquire large masses, leaving only the parity violating 

5* + 10 combinations at low-energy (example (b)). 

However, it should be emphasized that the survival hypothesis 

can be evaded [3.92] if Gl breaks down to a group larger than Gs 

at M X' The extra symmetries in G2 7JGS can prevent large mass 

terms that would be allowed by Gs alone. For example, G2 could 

include a larger electroweak group, a horizontal group, a techni- 

color group, or a discrete symmetry (as in example c). G2 could 

break to Gs at a mass scale small compared to MX but larger than 

TV* The survival hypothesis could also be evaded by an unnatural 

fine tuning of parameters, such as by making y in (6.1) extremely 

small. This appears very unsatisfactory, but in view of the other 

fine tunings encountered in gauge theories the possibility cannot 

be entirely dismissed. 

6.1.2 Horizontal Symmetries 

One of the most unattractive features of the standard model 

is its highly reducible fermion representation and the associated 

arbitrariness in the number of families and in the fermion masses 

and mixing angles. This problem is not resolved in the simplest 

grand unified theories even though quarks and leptons are combined 

together in irreducible representations (IRREPs),In the SU5 model, 
* 

for example, a reducible 5 + 10 representation is required for 

each family. In the SOlo and E6 models all of the fermions in a 

single family are combined in an IRREP, but the pattern must still 

be repeated for each family (in the topless E6 models the known 
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fermions can fit into two IRREPs - see Section 3.4.4). It would 

therefoFe be desirable to combine grand unified theories with 

horizontal symmetries which relate the families and hopefully 

constrain the numbers, masses, and mixing angles of the elementary 

fermions. 

The horizontal symmetry can be discrete 6.2 , but most r 1 
effort has been applied to continuous gauge symmetries (continuous 

global symmetries will generally lead to unwanted Goldstone bosons 

unless they are softly broken). Ramond [3.90] has described an 

SU5 x SU2R model, with the e and 1-1 families in a doublet and the 

T family in a singlet of the horizontal SU2 group. The e family 

remains massless at tree level. I now turn, however, to models in 

which the horizontal group is actually unified (with the same 

coupling constant) with the other gauge interactions. 

S& Models r3.38, 6.3-6.101 

There are an unlimited number of Sun models incorporating some 

form of horizontal symmetry, so it is necessary to make certain 

assumptions to limit the number of possible models. Most studies 

so far have required that the left-handed fermion representation be 

complex and anomaly-free. Unfortunately, this essentially rules out 

the possibility that all of the fermions be assigned to a single ir- 

reducible representation of SU,' because the smallest known complex 
5 anomaly-free IRREP has [S.ll] dimension > 3 x 10 . Furthermore, 

if one requires that all fermions must be singlets, triplets or 

antitriplets of color only (i.e. no bizarre fermions) then one 

is restricted 13.251 to the n!/(n-k)!k!dimensional representations 

[TnJa n of su which are formed from the totally antisymmetric product 
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of k fundamentals. However, the anomaly of the [n,k] representation i 

is [3.4?3.421 

Arn,kl = L -A [n,n-k! 

= (n-2k) (.n-3') ! 
(n-k-l)!(k-l)! (6.4) 

where it should be observed that [n,n-kj is equivalent to [n,kl*. 

(A useful algorithm for evaluating (6.4) is given by Barr 16.121). 

The only [n,k? for which the anomaly vanishes are k=n/2 (n even), 

but these representations are real. Therefore, there are no com- 

plex, anomaly-free representations of Sun that are both free of 

bizarre fermions and irreducible. 

A number of authors r3.38, 6.3-6.101 have therefore con- 

sidered Sun models involving several irreducible representations 

for which the anomalies cancel. Examples of this cancellation 

are the 5* + 10 of SU5 and the 6* + 6* + 15 of SU6. (It is easy 

to verify from (6.4) that (n-4) n* representations are needed to 

cancel the anomaly of one [n,2]). These examples allow only a 

single family of fermions, so it is necessary to either repeat 

the representation, which is just what one is trying to avoid, 

or go to a larger group. 

For example, Georgi [3.38] h as searched for SUn models 

which (a) use only the [n,k] representations, so that 

n-l 
fL = kEl ck i rn,k] ; (6.5) 

(b) have the same number of color triplets and antitriplets 

(i.e. the representation must be real w.r.t. the SU; subgroup); 

and (c) do not have any IRREP occuring more than once 
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(i.e. Ck = 0 or 1). The last assumption is designed to eliminate 

a repet?tion of families. Georgi assumes that Sun breaks down 

(presumably at superhigh mass scales) to SU5. Let v(5) be 

the number of times the 5 occurs in the SU5 decomposition of fL, 

with similar definitions of v(lO), etc. The anomaly-free condition 

implies 

v(5) f v(10) = v(5*) + v(lO"), (6.6) 

which automatically implies that condition (b) above is satisfied. 

Finally Georgi invokes the survival hypothesis to argue that only 

v (10) - v(lO*) families of fermions, each consisting of a 5 * + 10, 

will remain light. v(lo*) lo*' s will combine with v(lO*) 10's 

to form superheavy particles, as will v(5) 5's with v(5) 5*'s. 

Georgi searched for models satisfying the above criteria. 

The simplest example with> 3 light families is SUll with - 

fL = [11,4] + pl,8] + [11,9] + rll,lO], which implies ~(10) = 16, 

v(lo*) = 13, v(5) = 20, and v(5*) = 23. Hence, there are only 

three light families in this model. Several other models (with 

larger n) were rejected because they lead to so many light families 
C 

that SU3 would not be asymptotically free. (The SUll model itself 

is not asymptotically free above the unification mass 16.5, 6.9, 

6.131). 

Frampton 16.33 h as relaxed criterion (c) to allow ck>l SO 

long as the ck have no nontrivial common factors (i.e. he requires 

that there be no repetition of Sun families). He then shows that 

there are SU7 models with F > 3 light fermion families. These - 

have the advantage of having a lower fermion dimension than the 
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s"ll model. A criterion on the Higgs couplings leads 16.41 to 

SUg mod'els with F = 3,4,5, or 6. Finally, Frampton ES.53 has 

considered the criterion that the theory be asymptotically free 

(AF) above the unification mass. He finds that there are no AF 

theories satisfying criteria (a) - (c), but that an SUg model 

with c3 = 1 and c8 = 9, which has three light families, is asymp- 

totically free. It is not clear how essential this assumption is. 

It may suffice to allow non-AF theories as long as the coupling 

constants do not get too large below the Planck mass. See 

Section 6.4. 

Georgi and Frampton assumed that the horizontal symmetry is 

broken at a superheavy mass scale. Several other authors L6.6 - 

6.101 have assumed instead that the horizontal symmetry survives 

to low mass scales. For example, Sun may break (at superheavy 

mass scales) to Gs x GH, where GH is a horizontal symmetry which 

prevents fermions from acquiring superheavy masses. Chakrabarti 

etal.[ ] 6.9_ have constructed an AF SU8 model with fL = [8,31 

+ [8,67 + @,71. SU8 breaks to SU5 x SU3H at superhigh energies, 

and the SU3H horizontal group is broken at MH 2 102TeV. The sur- 

vival hypothesis applied to the breaking of SU3H x Gs implies 

that most of the fermions acquire heavy ( <MH) masses, leaving 

three families of light fermions which transform as triplets under 

SU3H* Other similar models give at most four light families. 

The SU8 model (as well as a vectorlike version) has also been dis- 

cussed by Fujimoto p6.71, by Kim and Roiesnel 16.83, and originally 

(in a different context) by Curtwright and Freund r6.141. An 
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alternate SU8 model (fL = 5[8,1] + r8,5j) involving three light 

familie; and several heavy families has been discussed by Baaklini 

16.61 , who also considers a topless SU6 model with a repeated SU6 

family structure that can be embedded in E6. 

Claudson, Yildiz, and Cox [6.10] h ave constructed a topless 

SU7 model with fL = [7,21 + [7,3] + 5[7,6j . The model undergoes a 

series of symmetry breakings, including a stage with an SU2H 

horizontal group (which is broken at 10LTeV). The light fermion 

spectrum consists of the e and 1-1 families, plus the b, T-, and 

V ~ and a similar (but heavier) h, ;M-, and vM. 

SOn Models 

We have seen that Sun models incorporating horizontal symme- 

tries have needed complicated and rather ad hoc patterns of irre- 

ducible representations in order to cancel anomalies. Son models, 

on the other hand, are anomaly free for n # 6. They are therefore 

excellent candidates for combining all of the fermions into a 

single IRREP of a large group r6.15, 2.1221. 

Wilczek and Zee c- I - 6 15 have considered models in which a 

grand unified group S02n (e.g. n=5) is combined with a horizontal 

group S02m in S02m+2n. Recall that S02m+2n has two spinor repre- 

sentations CT+ (2m+2n) and cr-(2m+2n) of dimension 2 
m+n-1 , which 

are real for m+n even and complex (with (J+ Y (5- *) for m+n odd. 

Under the S02n subgroup, 

a+(2m+2n) -t 2m a+(2n) + 2 m o_CW, (6 -7) 

with a similar decomposition for c-. In the case n=5 one would 

like to assign each light family to a o+(lO). Therefore, the 
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spinor c+ of SO 2m+lO can contain 2m light SOlo families. Unfor- 

tunatel?, there are also 2m families of the opposite chirality 

(in the a-(10)), so the model is vectorlike w.r.t. the SDlo 

subgroup. Wilczek and Zee [6.15] exhibited a specific Higgs 
. . mechanism which gives a large mass to the c- families. What is 

happening is that S02m+10+S02mx Splo. The S02m horizontal 

subgroup evades the survival hypothesis so that the 2m c+(lO) 

families can remain light. 

For example, they consider an Sol4 model with the fermions 

in the 64 dimensional complex spinor a+(14). Under Sol4 +- SO4 

x SOlO, 

64+ -f (2+,16+) + (2-,16-) , (6.8) 

leading to two light families (2+, 16+) and two heavy families of 

the opposite chirality. Similarly, the real 128 dimensional 

spinor c+ (16) of Sol6 yields (under Sol6 -t SO6 x Solo) 

128+ -f (4+,16+) + (4-,16-) , (6 -9) 

implying four light families. (Instead of extending Sol4 to Sol6 

to get four families one can extend Sol4 to 014 w Sol4 x P. 

In this case, the IRREP is a+(14) + a-(14), with the two spinors 

related by a discrete parity operation P). Ol3 and Sol5 models 

are also possible r6.151. An interesting prediction of this kind 

of model is that there should be 2k light families, where k is an 

integer. 

Ida et al. L6.161 have considered an Sol4 model which breaks 

down to SOlo x D, where D is a discrete symmetry which allows the 

survival hypothesis to be evaded and the d (10) families to become 
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massive. 

all-Mann, Ramond, and Slansky [2.122] have considered 

so 2m+lO models, m even, with the fermions assigned to the complex 

a+(2m+lO). However, they consider the possibility that the SOam 

factor in the breakdown S02m+10+ S02m x SOlo contains not only a 

horizontal symmetry group but also a technicolor group. For 

example, 

sol4 -f so 4 x solo 

+ SP 2 x SU2H x SOlO I (6.10) 

where Sp2 is a technicolor group and SU2H is the horizontal group. 

(SP2 W SU2 is too small to be considered a realistic technicolor 

grow, so Sol4 must be considered a toy model. See Section 6.8). 

Under this decomposition 

64+ +- (1,2,16+) + (2,1,16-j , (6.11) 

so the spinor a+(14) contains two families of light technicolor 

singlet fermions and a technicolor doublet of heavy (Z 1 TeV) 

fermions of the opposite chirality. Similarly, under 

"18 -t so 8 x solo 

+ SP 4 x SU2H x SOlO (6.12) 

the 0+(18) decomposes as 

256+ + (1,3,16+) + (5,1,16+) + (4,2,16-) , (6.13) 

implying three light families of technicolor singlets. As a final 

example, 
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so22 + sol2 x SOlO 

+ SP 6 x su2 x solo (6.14) 

1024+ + (1,4,16+) + (14,2,16+) + (6,3,16-) + 

(14',1,16-) , 

which yields four light families. 

Other symmetry breaking patterns are also possible. For 

the SO 18 model,for example, SO8 could go to SU4 x Ul, where SU4 

is a technicolor group. This model yields two families of tech- 

nicolor singlets. 

Exceptional Groups 

Stech has suggested p.722 the embedding of E6 into Es, 

along with an SU 3 horizontal group. Under E 8 -f SU3H x E6 I 

248 +- (3,27) + (3*,27*) + (1,78) +(8,13 , (6.15) 

implying three 27 dimensional families plus many other fermions 

which must somehow acquire a large mass. Unfortunately, sin2 ew 

is predicted to have the unacceptably large value of 3/4 at the 

unification mass for the relevant SU 2 
x U 1 embedding. An embedding 

of su3H x su 5 into E 8 by Bars and Gcnaydin [3.74], which leads to 

three light families and three heavier (< 1 TeV) conjugate families, 

was described in Section 3.4.4. 

Semi-Simple Groups 

Davidson c6.171 h as searched for models of the form 

SUnH x SUnv x D, where H, and V refer to horizontal and vertical, 

respectively. The two factors are related by a discrete symmetry 

D. The simplest anomaly-free chiral model with no bizarre fermions 

turns out to be SU5 x SU5, with the left handed fermions assigned 
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to fL = (10,5*) + (5*,10) + (5,5). Assuming that SU5 x SU5 x D 

breaks-down to Gs = SU3' x SU3 x Ul at superhigh energies, the 

survival hypothesis implies the existence of five light families. 

(Actually, SU5 x SU5 -+ S05H x Gs). Details of the symmetry break- 

ing are further discussed in [6.18]. 

Davidson and Wali 6.191 have applied the additional criteria 

of asymptotic freedom above the unification mass and that all 

fermions be in a single IRREP of the group. They find 'the unique 

solution SU 7 x su 7' with fL = (21,7*) + (7*,21). (The 21 is the 

17'21 representation of SU7). The two terms in fL are related 

by the discrete symmetry D. The number of light families depends 

on the details of the SSB pattern. 

Conclusions 

Attempts to incorporate horizontal symmetries in grand 

unified models have required large groups and large fermion repre- 

sentations. In the case of SUnJ complicated reducible fermion 

representations are required to cancel anomalies. It is unfor- 

tunately hard to make detailed predictions from these models, 

because the number of light fermions depends on the assumed pat- 

tern of SSB (e.g. whether the horizontal bosons acquire superheavy 

masses, masses of lo2 TeV, or somewhere in between. This in turn 

depends on the details of the Higgs sector of the theory.). For 
the same reason it is difficult to predict the masses or mixing 

angles of the fermions and the level at which to expect FCNC effects. 

Despite these problems, the search for horizontal symmetries 

is of great importance if we are to understand the pattern of 
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fermions. Furthermore' within schemes of dynamical symmetry 

breakicg (DSB) horizontal gauge symmetries become even more 

important [2.1221: in a theory with no Higgs bosons (and no 

bare mass terms) there is nothing to distinguish between repeated 

fermion representations. The Lagrangian will therefore possess 

a non-Abelian global horizontal symmetry relating the repeated repre- 

sentations p.1221. The dynamical breaking of this symmetry will 

most likely lead to undesirable Goldstone bosons. In a scheme 

with no elementary Higgs particles the fermions should therefore 

r2.1221 appear in a single IRREP, or at least in a direct sum of 2 

representations with no IRREP occuring more than once (Georgi's 

criterion i3.381). 

6.1.3. Neutrino Masses and B-L. 

In this section I will describe neutrino masses, especially 

in the SU 5' soloJ and E 6 models. It will be seen that the neutrino 

masses are closely associated with parity and with the B-L quantum 

number [6.20,3.67] , (which plays a role similar to that of lepton 

number in the SU 2 x U 1 model). Except for the SU5 model, the 

neutrinos will generally be massive. The mechanisms that have been 

proposed to keep the ordinary (SU2 doublet) neutrinos light usually 

require extremely large Majorana and/or Dirac mass terms for the 

other (SU2 singlet) neutrinos. The physical masses of the ordinary 

neutrinos are usually estimated to be in the 10m5 - lO>eV range. 

The SU5 Model 

The issues concerning neutrino masses in the SU5 model are 

similar to those in the standard SU2 x U 
1 electroweak model. 
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SU5 is not invariant under the parity transformation P, which 

means i. part that there are no right handed neutrino fields v R 
(unless they are introduced as SU 5 singlets). Furthermore, the 

Georgi-Glashow model possesses a conserved global quantum number Z 

defined in (4.541, which coincides with B-L for fermions. Z for- 

bids Majorana mass terms for the left-handed neutrinos, so the 

neutrinos remain massless. Neutrino masses can of course be 

generated by modifying the model. If one introduces SU5 singlets 

VRJ then Dirac masses 5, vR can be generated by Higgs 5's, while 

Majorana masses vRT C vR can be produced by bare mass terms or Higgs 

singlets. (These majorana masses can be forbidden if B-L is imposed 

as a symmetry on the theory). Majorana mass terms for vL could also 

be generated if a Higgs 15 is introduced. This 15 contains an SU2 

triplet, the VEV of which breaks Z. All of these mass terms would 

be arbitrary in magnitude. 

Barbieri, Ellis, and Gaillard c6.21'7 h ave made the fascinating 

but highly speculative suggestion that there may be neutrino masses 

even in an SU 5 model with no vR and no Higgs 15's. The idea is that 

at mass scales small compared to the Planck mass there may be SU5 

invariant but nonrenormalizable effective interactions left over 

from some larger theory that combines quantum gravity with SU5, 

similar to the low energy effective four fermion interactions of 

the weak interactions. (Cf. section 4.4) One such interaction 

could be 
ab ’ QLz ’ ljlLb H H J 

(6.16) 
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where the dimensional constant c is of O(mPW1). The product 

H"HbJ xhich includes a piece transforming like 15, would yield 
2 2 Majorana masses of order s /g mp * 10 -5 eV for the v L' Neutrino 

oscillations associated with a mass scale of lOa eV could explain 

the solar neutrino problem (Chapter 2). 

The SOl'o Model 

The fermion sector of the SOlo model is P invariant. The 

16 dimensional fermion representation decomposes under SU5 as 

10 + 5* + 1, where the SU5 singlet can be interpreted as a right 

handed neutrino vR (or left handed antineutrino) . As can be seen 

from (3.123) there will in general be Dirac mass terms for the 

neutrino, typically of the same order of magnitude as the u quark 

masses. One must then face the problem of how to keep the physical 

neutrino masses sufficiently small. 

There have been three main approaches to this problem. The 

first approach' pioneered by Gell-Mann, Ramond, and Slansky i2.1221 

can apply if the B-L generator of SO 10 is spontaneously broken at 

a superheavy mass scale M. Then according to the survival hypothesis 

one expects a superheavy Majorana mass term s of order M (times a 

Yukawa suppression factor) for the right handed neutrinoJ unless 

this is forbidden by a globally conserved quantum number that cor- 

responds to B-L for the fermions r3.671. For example, if SOlo is 

broken by the SU5 singlet component of a 126 then both the local 

and global symmetries are broken, and v 
R acquires a large Majorana 

mass, as can be seen in(3.123). Then, the neutrino mass matrix 

takes the form (for one family) 
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0 mD/2 I 
C 

VR 
h (VL VLC) 

mD/2 S 
I VR J (6.17) 

where m D -C-C s iS a typical Dirac mass. Then the SU2 doublets 

and singlets will be approximate mass eigenstates with masses 

" mQ4s and sJ respectively, as discussed in Sector 2.4.4. (See 

also Table 4.8). For mD 2 1 GeV, s 2 1014 GeV this gives masses 

of 2 10-5 eV for the doublet neutrinos. More detailed estimates 

of masses and mixing effects are very model dependent. There is 

a possible danger in this scheme, however, because one does not 

want the SU5 15 component $,,, (15),which induces a Majorana mass 

for vLJ to have a large VEV. Barbieri et al [3.67] have invoked 

an old argument due to Georgi and Glashow c6.221 -that divergent 

higher order corrections to the effective potential will induce 

such a term. That is, the existence of divergent higher order 

diagrams implies the existence of SOlo invariant counterterms of 

126(5) $126(5) l Such terms not only 

cancel the divergence' but the finite (renormalized) part of the 

quartic interaction will induce a non-zero value for <9.126(15)>. 

However, Magg and Wetterich L6.231 h ave argued that an extremum 

of this term, along with a $121 (1) $126 tl) $12;(15) $26 (I51 

term will leadto <Q126(15)>--<@12~5)>2/~~126(l)> -M$/gM. This 

is small enough to not alter the qualitative conclusions of the 

model based on (6.17). It is also possible c3.532 to consider the 

case that the B-L gauge symmetry is broken by a spinor (16) Higgs 

representation' with no 126 introduced. In this case there is no 
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Majorana mass term at tree level, but Witten has arguedi 6.241 

that a large Majorana mass of order < (~/T)~M (times a Yukawa 

suppression) will be generated by the two loop diagram of Figure 6.1 

In this case, the masses of the left-handed doublet neutrinos will 

be enhanced by (a/n) 2 - - lo5 over the model with an explicit 126, 

yielding masses of O(eV). The zero value for the vL Majorana mass 

is not significantly affected by radiative corrections in this case 

[3.67,6.25]. In order for Witten's mechanism to work' it is essential 

that there be an elementary $lo al6 $16 coupling in the Lagrangian. 

This coupling explicitly breaks a global symmetry generated by 

X + 2 (Q - T3 L - T;) J whereX = -1 for the @16 and zero for the other 

fields, that would otherwise be present (and respected by the SSB) 

c 3.53,3.67]. This symmetry corresponds to B-L for the fermions and 

would forbid the Majorana mass term i:f not broken. 

In the special case that there is a single 10 of Higgs 

coupling to fermions the Dirac masses in (6.17) and the Yukawa 

suppression factor in the fermion-Higgs vertex in Figure 6.1 are 

all proportional to the mass of the charge 2/3 quark in the same 

generation. Hence, the left-handed neutrino mass eigenvalues are 

m 'rn 1 MW 
vn un z 10m7 mun 

Ef 
11 

2 -ii- 
(6.18) 

where E is associated with the cubic vertex. The 10 -7 is for 

E Z l/10 and N (which breaks SOlo to SU5) - 1015 GeV. This yields 

masses Z 1 eVJ 100 eV, and > 1 KeV for ve, vPr and v~. The last 

value is in conflict with cosmological bounds. Of course one could 

have larger values of M or allow more 10's so that (6.18) is modified 

by mixing effects. 
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Another approach was advocated by Georgi and Nanopoulos 

13..53!, who suggested the addition of an SOlo singlet EL to each 

fermion family. For each family there are now three left-handed 

neutrinos J VL' vc,' and E L' as well as their right-handed counter- 

parts vRc, vR8 and EE. Georgi and Nanopoulos suggested that the 

SU5 singlet component of a spinor Higgs representationQ16(1), 
. which breaks SOlo to SU5, could produce a superheavy Dirac mass 

term M E v D L R' The mass matrix would be (for a single family) 

0 mD/2 

mD/2 0 

MD/2 0 i 
i 
t ERC i , (6.19) 

which would yield one superheavy Dirac particle of mass 

= MD =: 1014 GeV and one massless Majorana particl‘e. Up to small 

mixing effects, these would be vR + EL and vL, respectively. This 

model is not significantly disturbed by radiative corrections 

[3.67]. 

The existence of a massless eigenstate is associated with 

an unbroken global symmetry generated by Z _= X + 2 (Q - Tz - T;), where 

X = -1 for $16 and EL and zero for the other fields. Z corresponds 

to B-L for the fermions, and therefore forbids Majorana mass terms. 

Other entries of the mass matrix would be non-zero (allowing 

vL to acquire a mass) if Z is broken, yielding 

, 1 a , mD/2 

S 

! b MD/‘2 
l (6.20) 
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a, sl and b could be generated by non-zero values of<$26(15)>, 

<4 126(;)>, and <@,,(5)>, respectively, all of which violate 

Z 13.671. Explicit violation of Z could generate s (as in Witten's 

model) or a bare Majorana mass M E r3.531. As long as a, mD, and b 

are small compared to M D and/or s, however, vL will consist largely 

of a very light Majorana particle. 

A third possibility, that can be implemented without Majorana 

masses or B-L breaking, is to assume that the Higgs VEVs that con- 

tribute to the neutrino Dirac masses are simply very small. For 

example, if fermion masses are generated by a 120 :3.19,3.201 then 

from (3.123) one sees that M" is generated by a different component 

(4) 120(5)) than Mu, Md, or M e . It is possible that the minimum of the 

potential is such that -~@~~~(5)> is small or zero. This possibility 
-I could be upset by divergent radiative corrections, however c3.67~. 

It has also been suggested i6.261 that m << m could occur from 
V U 

a model with a $lo and $126, but this would require an apparently 

very artificial collaboration of the two VEV's. 

E6 Models 

In the E6 models in which all of the fermions are light 

(see Section (3.4.4)), each 27 L contains five neutral leptons. 

Ruegg and Schucker c 3.88: have shown that it is virtually impossible 

to have any zero mass neutrino without also having a massless quark. 

A possible solution by Stech 13.721 involves the introduction of an *. 

E6 singlet neutrino! similar to the Georgi-Nanopoulos SOlo mechanism. 

In the model in which the SO 10 subgroup is emphasized, each 

27 decomposes as 27+16 + 10 + 1. If one assumes that the 10 somehow 

becomes very massive, then the remaining 16 + 1 reproduces the Georgi- 
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Nanopoulos SOlo model c3.531 with an extra singlet [2.122]. What 

actually happens in the Barbieri-Nanopoulos version of the model 

L3.921 is that in the first stage of symmetry breaking s, MD, and 

M, in (6.20) are very large with the other elements zero, so that J.2 

vL c and EL. mix to form two massive Majorana particles. Similarly, 

vL and the two neutral leptons in the ten produce one massless and 

two massive particles. The two sectors mix during the second stage 

of symmetry breaking. 

6.1.4 Fennion Masses 

The pattern of fermion masses and mixing angles is unfortunately 

rather arbitrary in most grand unified theories. (See Chapter 3 for 

discussion of specific models.) In this section I will describe 

some miscellaneous ideas involving fermion masses (other than neu- 

trino masses), including the relations between the masses of the 

charged leptons and the charge -l/3 quarks, predictions for the 

charge 2/3 quark masses, and the possibility of radiatively induced 

masses. The attempts, so far unsuccessful in detail, to relate the 

masses of fermions in different families and understand the mixing 

angles by incorporating horizontal symmetries have already been 

described in Section 6.1.2. 

The Relation Md = Me 

In the simplest SU5 model with all fermion masses generated 

by Higgs 5's one has the prediction c3.21 that the charge -l/3 

quark and charged lepton mass matrices Md and Me should be equal 

at the unification mass. This implies [ 3.3, 3.161 the successful 

prediction mb = rnT (at MX), but the unsuccessful (scale independent) 
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relation md/ms = me/mu, as described in Section 3.3.1. Further- 

more, the current mass msl when renormalized down to low energies, 

is predicted to be m 
S 

x 500 MeV [3.3], somewhat larger than the phe- 

nomenological estimate of 150-300 MeV [2.168] (Section 2.5.2). 

A similar situation occurs for larger groups incorporating the SU5 

model, such as the SOlo model with fermion masses generated by Higgs 

10's. 

The simplest way to eliminate this problem is to add addi- 

tional Higgs representations, such as the 45 of SU5 or the 126 of 

solo1 which break the relation Md = Me (the first two examples both -_ 
give Md = - + Me). With both types of representations present Md 

and M e are independent. This resolves the problems with the light 

families, but in general, one also loses the successful prediction 

=m mb T' 
Georgi and Jarlskog - 13.181 have suggested a compromise which 

retains m b =m T while resolving the problems with the light fermions. 

(See [4.4] f or a slightly more general discussion.) They first 

argue that the phenomenological values md/ms 2 l/24 k.1431 and 

ms (1 Gev) z 150-300 MeV r2.1681 suggest that the usual relation 

(3.67) should be replaced by 

=m mb 'I 
m 

S 
= l/3 m 

IJ 

md =3me , (6.21) 

which implies 

md 9.5 = 0 044 -= . m 
S mlJ 

=mm mdms e p l 

(6.22) 
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(All masses are evaluated at MX). They then contruct an SU5 

model involving both 5 dimensional Higgs representations (HP) 

and a 49 (@,,) which approximately yields (6.21). For the Yukawa 

couplings between the fermion 10's qmL(lO) and 5's QnR(5), they 

take 
<.i 

-? 
r- 

&Yuk = I /A iF lL(10b$2R(5) + A’ $2L(10)$lR(5) 

? 

+ B $3L(10)$3R(5)j Hl/<Hl> 

0 
- 

+ c ~2,(10)~,,(5)~45/‘~45’ + H*C* , 
0 (6.23) 

where the SU5 indices have been suppressed. ' p The form of S"yUk can 

be guaranteed by imposing additional discrete or continuous global 

symmetries on the theory which force many of the SU5 allowed 

Yukawa couplings to be zero. (Such a symmetry guarantees that 

the undesired term will not have to be introduced as a counterterm 

to cancel divergences in higher orders. Continuous global symme- 

tries should be softly broken by Higgs mass or cubic terms to avoid 

unwanted Goldstone bosons.) 

The mass matrices are then 

10 0 Bl 

II 

0 A' 0' 
\ 

Me = A -3C 0 ) 
I 
\o 0 BI, (6.24) 

which implies m =m b 'I = B and m m 
e 1-I = mdms for all values of A, 

A', B, and C. For the special case A 2 A' (this must occur 
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accidentally, because A and A' require different divergent renor- 

malizations) and B>>C>>A, one has the desired relations: 

m 
S 

- C z mV/3 

-&z3 m 

md - C e l 

b and T do not mix with the other fermions in this model, while 

the d-s and e-p mixing angles are (in the same limiting case) 

tan6 * d-- 
me ep- : 
mu 

taneds 
S 

(6.26) 

Although these angles are different, they are both small. There- 

fore, the violation of the kinship hypothesis will be small and 

for given MX the predictions for proton decay will not be signi- 

ficantly altered from the minimal SU5 model, except for some of 

the detailed muonic and kaonic branching ratios [4.61]. However 

MX may be affected, as is discussed below. 

Georgi and Jarlskog [3.18] also assume that the 1)~(10N,~(lO) 

Yukawa couplings are restricted by additional symmetries to the 

form 

+ F $,j~, H3/<H3' r 
0 

(6.27) 

where 

(6.28) 

Recall that these terms are symmetric in m and n (the couplings to 

+45 would be antisymmetricj. (6.28) implies 
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10 D 0 

\O F E . (6.29) 

For E >> F >> D, (6.29) yields m z E, m t C 
- F2/E, mu z D2E/F2. 

There are no predictions for the masses, but (6.29) allows a 

reasonable mixing of t with u(~ld c (so that the b quark can decay) 

while suppressing the u-c mixing. Hence, the Cabibbo angle is 

given mainly by the d-s mixing, implying 

tan 6c ztanBds " (6.30) 
S 

in agreement with the experimental value tan 0 
C 

- 0.23 [6.27-j. 

Expressions for the KM angles expected from (6.24) and (6.29) are 

given in [6.28]. 

The Georgi-Jarlskog scheme has been extended to SOlo by 

Georgi and Nanopoulos L3.531. Replacing Hl and $,, by $lo and 

0 126' they find Md and Me analogous to (6.24), except for the 

desirable feature that Md and Me are symmetric. (i.e. A = A'). 

Unfortunately, Mu is now generated by the same Yukawa couplings 

and has a form similar to (6.24). This would imply that the b and 

t do not mix with the light families, so that the b would be stable 

with respect to ordinary weak decays. Harvey, Ramond, and Reiss 
i- ~3.681 avoid this problem by introducing three 126 multiplets 

;ybTQ t;’ each of which couples to a specific combination of fermion 

fields. It is assumed that each develops a VEV in a different 

solo direction. $t26(1) breaks SOlo to SU5 and gives a large 

Majorana mass to VR, (P2 126(45) contributes to Md and Mel and +:26(5) 
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contributes to Mu. There are also two 10's. The forms of Mdl 

Me, an2 Mu in (6.24) (with A=A') and (6.29) are all reproduced. 

A slight modification of this model, needed for naturalness, and 

some other schemes, are discussed by Georgi [6.29]. 

An alternate SOlo model of Georgi and Nanopoulos [3.63] 

utilizes 10 and 120 dimensional Higgs representations. It retains 

the relations mdms = m m and m -rn 
eI-r b -cl but does not predict md/ms. 

It is therefore possible to generate acceptable fermion mass 

spectra by introducing two or more Higgs multiplets with different 

SU5 or SOlo transformation properties. However, one then loses 

all predictive power unless one restricts the form of the Yukawa 

couplings by imposing extra symmetries in a complicated and 

apparently ad hoc manner. 

Another problem with such schemes is that they involve extra 

Higgs particles. Recall fram Section 4.3.1 that each additional 

light Higgs doublet reduces Mx by 2 1.8, making the prediction for 

TP 
uncomfortably small. On the other hand, large uncertainties 

are introduced by the heavy colored Higgs components r4.331 in 

$45.Ellis and Gaillard [6.30] h ave also objected to the extra 

Higgs multiplets because they are subject to the types of diffi- 

culties described in Section 3.4.4, such as (a) producing large 

effective 8 parameters at some mass scales if CP violation is hard, 

(b) leading to FCNC if the physical Higgs particles are not suffi- 

ciently massive (the Georgi-Nanopoulos trick c2.811 will probably 

fail since different SU5 or SOlo representations are involved); 

(c) making possible the violation of color and electric charge 
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for some ranges of the Higgs parameter; (d) multiplying the hier- 

archy problem, since now two or more VEVs must be unnaturally 

small compared to 3; and (e) interfering with a possible scenario 

E6.21. for spontaneous symmetry breaking by radiative corrections. 

None of these objections can be considered fatal to the possibility 

of multiple Higgs representations, but they are potential difficul- 

ties. Of course, multiple Higgs representations appear to be 

necessary to generate an adequate baryon asymmetry (Chapter 5), 

but the additional multiplets needed for this could be superheavy 

with zero VEV's 16.301. 
d e A second possibility of dealing with the M =M problem is 

illustrated by the Barbieri-Nanopoulos E 6 model L3.921, described 

in Section (3.4.4). There a Higgs 27 (which contains an SOlo 10) 

generates equal contributions to Me and Md. However, the 351 and 

351' Higgs multiplets, which generate superheavy masses for the 

unwanted fermions, also produce mixing effects between the light 

and heavy fermions. These mixings perturb Me and Md so that they 

are independent. One loses the relation mb = m T in general, but 

it is quite possible that the perturbation is negligible for the 

heaviest (b and T) family. 

A highly speculative third possibility, due to Ellis and 

Gaillard [6.30] J involves the possibility of SU5 invariant but 

nonrenormalizable effective interactions left over from whatever 

theory combines SU5 with gravity. The possibility of coupling two 

fermion 5's to two Higgs 5's was considered in connection with 

Majorana neutrino mas.ses in Section 6.1.3. Another possibility is 
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to couple $L(lO) and $,(5*) to a Higgs 5 (H) and an adjoint Qr 

with th% effective interaction 

(6.30) 

Terms such as (6.16) and (6.30) could be generated by the exchange 

of a superheavy fermion of mass MFl for example. Then c - v2/MFl 

where y is a Yukawa coupling constant. The product Q, H involves 

a linear combination of a 5 and 45 and leads to a mass term 

c cQ><H> (dd i $ ee) , (6.31) 

where the family indices have been suppressed. (6.31) should be 

added to the ordinary mass term from a single 5. For 

-1 
C -m P " lo-l9 GeV-', <a> - MK/g, and <H> 2 s/g, the coefficient 

in (6.31) is of O(10 MeV), which is enough to modify the prediction 

md =m e without greatly affecting m =m or m =m 
1-I b ,c (c could 

S 

be much smaller is suppressed by dimensionless coupling constants, 

however). Ellis and Gaillard estimate that the observed spectrum 

corresponds to a coefficient in (6.31) of 1.8 MeV and a value of 

3.2 MeV for the ordinary contribution to md = me. Mass terms of 

this magnitude could also give c6.301 small but non-negligible 

contributions to the KM and other SU5 mixing matrices. It should 

be emphasized that the reason that such terms may be important is 

that the unification mass is not terribly far from the Planck mass. 

The factor MK/mp - 10B4 - 10B5 is of the same magnitude as the 

Yukawa couplings needed for the light fermions. 

Ibanez 'i 6.32j has suggested the interesting possibility 

that such effective interactions could generate most of the masses 
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of the heavier families. This would require c >> mp -1 , however. 

The Mazses of the Charge 2/3 Quarks. 

Although the simplest GUTS imply relations between Me and Mdl 

the charge 2/3 quark mass matrix MU is unrelated. In SU5, for 

example, M u and M d are generated by different Yukawa couplings. In 

SOlo models the two types of Yukawa coupling are related by the 

additional symmetry, but Mu and Md are generated by different com- 

ponents of the Higgs representation. Some models (e.g. SOlo - 

see (.3.123)) lead to relations between Mu and the Dirac mass matrix 

for the neutrinos, such as MU = Mv or MU = - l/3 Mv, but the 

undesirable consequences of this relation can be invalidated by 

Majorana neutrino masses, etc., as discussed in section 6.1.3. 

Relations involving MU must therefore involve additional 

assumptions. For example, restricting the possible Yukawa couplings 

by imposing additional symmetries leads to mass matrices with few 

enough parameters that mixing angles can often be given in terms 

of the mass eigenvalues, as in the Georgi-Jarlskog L3.183 model. 

Similarly, Georgi and Nanopoulos r3.531 have given an SOlo model 

in which the t quark mass could be (unsuccessfully) predicted to be 

Z 14 GeV from the masses of the lighter quarks. Mass relations of 

this type have been generalized by Hagiwara r6.331 : It should be 

emphasized, however, that these predictions are due as much or 

more to the extra asymmetries that are imposed as to SU 5 or SO 10 
symmetry. 

Similarly, one can sometimes find relations if all fermion 

masses are generated by a simple Higgs field. For example, for 
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solo with a single $lo (3.123) implies 

Md = Me =cM", (6.32) 

where c = <$ 10(5*)~/<@lo(5)'. Similar predictions can be made in 

E6 with a single $27 under certain approximations [3.92] or in an 

SU5 model with discrete symmetries to restrict the Yukawa couplings 

r3.273. (6.32) predicts the scale independent results mt/mb = me/m 
S 

and m /m t c = mT/m 1-I f as well as the large value m s (1 GeV) 2 500 MeV. 
The relation m 

t = mTmc/mp implies I 3.92,3.27] a physical t 
mass of 2 20 GeV when one includes renormalization effects (i.e. 

m C z. 1.5 GeV, evaluated in thecharmotiumregion, implies mt 2 18-20 
GeV evaluated in the toponium region). Unfortunately, (6.32) also 

predicts the disastrous results mc/ms = mu/md and m /m = m /m 
ds e1-I' 

as well as the absence of any mixing effects in any of the inter- 

actions, so that a relation like (6.32) could at best be considered 

a first approximation, roughly valid for the heavier fermions. It 

would have to be perturbed by mechanisms such as have already been 

described for the relation Md = Me. 

The special case that MU is totally antisymmetric, as it 
would be in SU 5 if generated by a Higgs 45, implies [3.19,3.20,4.4-j 
m U = 0, mc = mt for three families-and mu = 0 for an odd number of 

families. If all fermion masses were generated by a 12O.ofthe SOlo 

then the eigenvalues of MU, Md , Me and Mv would all be of the form 

(O,ti,m) for three families. The zero eigenvalues for the first 

family (at tree level) is very attractive (suggesting that the 

masses of the first family are generated by radiative corrections), 

but the degeneracy of the second and third families (e.g. m S- - mb) 
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would have to be somehow broken. 

RadiatLvely Induced Masses 

The pattern of fermion masses suggests the possibility 

that me, md, and mu (and possibly rnP and ms) arise as a small 

perturbation to a dominant symmetry breaking mechanism. that gives 

masses to the heavier families. In particular, it would be very 

attractive if some or all of the fermions remained massless at 

the tree level of SSB but acquired mass due to higher order dia- 

grams that connect them to heavier fermions, as shown in Fig. 6.2 

(a-b). 

However, Georgi and Glashow r6.221 have pointed out that . 

if fermion f can acquire a mass by the diagrams in 6.2(a) or (b) 

and if there is a scalar field Q4 that has a Yukawa coupling to 

FL fR then the divergent two-loop diagrams in Figures 6.2(c) or 

(d) will be non-zero. These diagrams imply the existence of a 

counter-term linear in $4 in the Higgs potential to cancel the 

divergence. However, the finite part of this linear term will 

in general imply a nonzero value for +4 so that in fact f will 

acquire a tree level mass. Therefore, in order for f to be 

massless at tree level naturally it is necessary that either there 

is no Higgs field $4 that can couple to fL fR or that the simplest 

loop diagram contributing to the f mass have more than three mass 

insertions. 

Segr:! and Weldon c6.341 h ave constructed a topless SU6 

model in which the e-, 1-1~ , d and s (but not the u or c) are 

forbidden by a combination of su6 and a discrete symmetry from 
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coupling to Higgs particles that could give them tree level masses. 

They can acquire reasonable masses from the diagram in Fig. 6.2.b 

or the analogue of 6.2.a with the gauge boson replaced by a Higgs 

particle. 

Barr fs.121 has described the possibility that if SU5 

is embedded in a larger Sun theory of the type described by 

Georgi L3.381 (see Section 6.1.2) then the Sun symmetry could 

forbid some of the Yukawa couplings that would be allowed by SU5 

alone. In this case only some of the ordinary fermions (e.g. the 

third family) could acquire tree level masses. The other fermions 

could acquire masses by diagrams such as that in Figure 6.2.b. 

In this case, two of the fermion mass terms are superheavy 

(SU2 x Ul invariant) while the third is the SU2 x Ul tree level 

mass. The boson is superheavy. Then, the mass induced at one 

loop is hn/71 -10-l - lo-2 relative to the tree level mass. It 

is even possible to have some mass terms that are only generated 

at the two loop level. This would lead to the interesting hierarchy 

of masses for the different families m(2-loop)/m(l-loop) 2 

m(l-loop)/m(tree) " 10-l - lo-2. 

Ramond r3.901 has given an SU5 x SU2H model in which the 

horizontal symmetry prevents the first family from acquiring tree 

level masses. Claudson, Yildiz, and Cox c6.101 have described 

a topless SU7 model in which m =m e d = 0 at tree level. More 

recent speculations are described in c6.291 and L6.351. 

Frampton and Kang c6.261 have suggested the possibility that 

m =m U d at tree level but that the degeneracy is lifted by loop 
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diagrams involving leptoquark bosons. They have not found a model 

in whish this occurs naturally, however. 

Conclusion 

Our understanding of the pattern of fermion masses and mixing 

in GUTS is still very unsatisfactory. Simple models generally only 

relate M d and Me (and the simplest relation Md = Me is undesirable). 

MU and ML) are largely independent unless extra constraints are added. 

There is little understanding of the relation of masses in different 

families. Horizontal symmetries and masses generated by radiative 

corrections are both promising approaches to this problem, but no 

realistic models with significant predictive power have been given. 

6.2. Sin2 Bw and Structure in the Plateau 

In grand unified theories there is a single underlying gauge 

coupling constant. Therefore, at momenta Q 2 > M! at which SSB can 

be ignored the running gauge 

groups of G will be equal if 

malized in the same way. In 

3 

coupling constants of different sub- 

the corresponding generators are nor- 

particular, 

wPi4 2 > --\-I 

Q2>M2 Tr(Q2) 
X 

sin 

(6.33) 

where T 3 and T c are SU2 and SU; generators, respectively. The 

traces in (6.33), which account for the different normalizations 

of the conventional SU2, SU c, 3 and U EM 1 generators, may be taken 

w.r.t. any IRREP of G or w.r.t. the total fermion representation 
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if it is reducible. For the conventional SU5, SOlo Es1 and 

sui models both sin2 ew and a(&, -f 3/S asymptotically; certain 

su2t (n > 3) models b.104 give smaller values, while the E7 - 
model^gives sin2eW -t 3/4. The predictions in (6.33) do not depend 

explicitly on G, but only on the Gs contents of the fermions. 

SU2A contains extra multiplets of leptons and E, is vectorlike. 
s -_' 

For Q2 Q Mg the values of sin2 ew and a/a s depend on the 

unbroken subgroup of G at the various momentum scales below M2 X' 
In particular, the value of sin2 ew at Q 2=.&g can be computed from 

the formalism of Section 2.5.2 if the pattern of SSB is known. 

I will now consider the estimate of sin2 owl with special attention 

given to the possibility of obtaining a value larger than 0.20-0.21 

[3.3] , as is suggested by the neutral current data. 

Models with Two Mass Scales 

The simplest models are those for which there are only two 

mass scales: the unification mass Mx, at which G breaks down to a 

subgroup Gil and slat which G EM 1 breaks down to SLJ; x Ul . The 

Georgi-Glashow SU5 model [3.2] (with no heavy fermion or Higgs 

thresholds) is in this category, for example, with G = SU5 and 

Gl = Gs = su; x su2 x u 
1' Another possibility is Gl = SU: x SU2L x 

‘3R x '1, which can occur for many grand unification groups, such 
4 as G = Solo, Es, SU4, or SU8 x SU8 (see Chapter 3). In the latter 

example, there may actually be a third mass scale MR at which Gl 

is broken down to G 
S’ 

As long as MR is not too much larger than 

I$, (e.g. MR/s 5 lo), however, MR and s can be taken to be equal 

for the purposes of the present discussion. 

For models in which Gl = SU!j x SU2 x Ul then under the 

approximations (1) of keeping only the lowest order contributions 
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to the renormalization group equations, (2) neglecting Higgs 

partickes, (3) assuming all fermions are light compared to Q, and 

(4) treating thresholds as step functions one has from (2.242) 

that 
M2 

sin 2 lla(Q2) ew(Q21 = Sin2 c+'+ - GT cos2 e,($) m -Zj 

a(Q2) = a CM;) .3n, o$ Mx2 

a, (Q2) as (M;) i 

1 + lla(Q2) (1 _ 
2a (M;) 

) Rn - 
67~ Q2 (6.34) 

Hence, the values of sin2 eW and a/us at Q2 z $ depend on the 

fermion representation only through the asymptotic values and 

through the renormalization%fafrom Q2 = 0 to 4( within the 

stated approximations). For example, the SU5 and E6 models give 

similar predictions for sin 2 eW despite the different fermion 

content because they both have sin2BW(Mz) = 3/8. _ Specializing 

now to the asymptotic 

sin2 = 

values of 3/8 (6.34) becomes [3.3-3.5, 4.211 

55a l-- 181~ Rn 
MG 
2 1 

i- 
2 

a lla MX T -=+. \l- 2nRn ;y~j f 
53 

(6.35) 

independent of the number of families.(6.35) provides two independent 

estimates of M X in terms of low energy parameters. They may be com- 

bined to yield the consistency condition 

(6.36) 

so that l/6 < sin2 BW < 3/8 for models in this category. The value 

A =: 300 MeV (c/as 2 0.058 and a-l 1 128 at 4) implies sin 2 ew = 

0.199 as the consistency condition for SU;, SU2' and Ul to be 
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unified at a single mass scale. MX is z 2.3 x 10 15 GeV in this 

case (see Chapter 4 for important refinements to this estimate). 

Values of h in the range 100-500 MeV imply 0.206 > sin20W ' 0.196. 

There are several ways to try to obtain a larger value for 

sin26W (e.g. 0.23). 

(a) One can vary MX and/or the number n H of light Higgs 

doublets, as discussed in Section 4.3.1. Such schemes would lead 

to an unacceptably short proton lifetime unless the decay is some- 

how suppressed. 

(b) One can consider models with different asymptotic values 

of sin20 W and a/a . 
S 

The SUjn model [3.104] is an example in which 

sin28 +Ea + n 
W 2T 4n-8 

3 
(6.37) 

This is less than 3/8 for n > 2, so it allows much lower unification 

masses than the SU5 model. Reasonable values for sin2eW and c/as 

can be obtained for M x < 106GeV. The proton is stable in the frac- 

tional quark charge version of this model. Georgi [6.37] has played 

an amusing variation on this game. He has looked for models in 

which the fermion content leads to reasonable values for sin2BW 

and c/a s for MX = MW. That is, models in which there is no hier- 

archy of mass scales at all. (The proton would have to be stable 

in such theories!) He finds that the only examples are ridiculously 

complicated, such as G = Sui'. 

(c) One can consider models in which the intermediate symme- 

try group Gl is different from SLJ~ xsu xu 2 1' such as SU; x SU2L x 

SU2R x ul. In this case one has c3.5 7 i (for the standard fermion 
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assignment and neglecting the Higgs contribution) 

which implies 

sin2eW = 

(6.38) 

(6.39) 

The asymptotic values are the same as for the standard model, but 

the Q2 dependence is different because of the different embedding 

of uf in the unbroken subgroup. Models of this kind actually 

give too large a value for sin2 ew (if SU2R is broken at MR 2 MW, 

as I am now considering): (6.39) implies 3/8 > sin2ew > l/4. 

However, the value l/4 would require an MX much larger than the 

Planck mass mp. If we require MX < mp, as is necessary if a grand 

unification without gravity is to make any sense, then sin2eW >, 0.29, 

which is too high. One can also consider models (such as SU:) in 

which G 1 contains a chiral color group. MX can be quite low 

(- 10'GeV) in this case [3.100] , as discussed in Section 3.4.5, 

but sin2e w again tends to come out too large (2 0.30). 

(d) One can consider models in which the neutral current 

structure of G 1 is slightly different from the GWS model. 

For example, small deviations of p defined in (2.200) from unity 

(due to a more complicated Higgs structure, radiative corrections. 

or heavy fermions) or additional Z' bosons (if their masses are 

very close to Mz) could lead to smaller values for sin 2 
eW when 

their effects are included in xeff. This possibility is further 
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discussed in Section 6.5. 

-(e) Probably the simplest way to modify the prediction 

for sin2 Bw is to consider models with more than two distinct 

mass scales. 

Models with Three or More Mass Scales 

It is possible that there are one or more thresholds in the 

region between s and the unification mass (This has been referred 

to as the blooming of the desert [6.38] 1 , which could be associated 

with larger weak groups, extended color groups, new interactions 

such as technicolor or horizontal symmetries, or with heavy fermions 

or Higgs particles. Such a blooming of the desert would make experi- 

mental physics more interesting and could shed light onto the hier- 

archy problem (especially is there are many thresholds). 

Models with several mass scales usually have less predic- 

tive power than those with only two, and therefore can often accom- 

modate a wider range of values for sin2eW. A general formalism for 

computing sin2BW in theories with multiple thresholds has been given 

by Dawson and Georgi [6.39], although the simpler models can usually 

be dealt with in a more direct way. 

For example, Georgi and Nanopoulos 13.531 and Rajpoot [3.58] 

have discussed an SOlo model broken in the sequence 

s0lo x EM' su4 x su2 x u; -M/ su; x su2 x u1 
C 

(6.40) 

They find that sin2eW 1 0.23 can be obtained for MX>10 14-15 GeV I 

M:c - > 1012 GeV. For MX z 1014-15 GeV proton decay should be acces- 

sible to experiment. 
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As another example, Shafi and Wetterich [6.40] have consider- 

ed.the&equence 

G 7 SU; 
X x "2~ x SU2R x '1 MR 4 su; x su2L x u1 

(6.41) 

Recall that the special case MR 2 MW leads to too large a value 

(2 0.29) for sin2eW. However, reasonable values of sin2eW can be 

accommodated for M >> R MW* For MX r mp 1 1019 GeV, for example, they 

find that 0.25 > sin26 w> 0.21 corresponds to lo4 < MR/MW < 10'. 

MR/MW - lo7 implies sin2eW = 0.23 and fl = 235 MeV. Smaller values 

of M X require larger values for M R' Therefore, the coupling con- 

stants from grand unification (and the generation of an adequate 

baryon asymmetry [5.40]) are much more stringent constraints on 

left-right symmetric models than the direct phenomenological limits. 

The large values of M x suggested by models of this type (for MR<<MX) 

would make proton decay very hard to observe. 

Several authors [6.41-6.43,3.56,3.64] have considered the 

chiral Pati-Salam model SU: x SU2L x SU2R [3.99] (which can be 
4 embedded in Solo, E6, SU4, etc.): 

Gq SU; x SU2L x SU2R 

-) su; x u’ 1 x s"21J x SU2R C 

-M+ su; x su2L x u1 
R 

(There may be an extra U1 factor in the last stage). 

Goldman and Ross find for sin2eW = 0.20 that 

(6.42) 

Mc"R = 103' GeV2, with M > 101' GeV. Rajpoot [3.561and Shafi, c - 
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Sondermann, and Wetterich t3.641 find that larger values of 

sin2ewd 0.23 can be obtained for smaller mass scales. Typical 

values of the parameters are 10 lg GeV > MX > 10 15 Gev, c _ M > 1012 

GeV, MR > 10 9 GeV. 

None of these models have new mass scales that are small 

enough to be phenomenologically interesting. Goldman and Ross 

c 1 6.42 have argued from examples that simple extensions of the SU5 

model (with MX z 10 14-1SGeV , sin2ew Z 0.20, and no accidental 

crossing of coupling constants below MX) do not tend to yield new 

mass scales below " lo7 GeV. However, more drastic modifications 

of the model, such as the inclusion of horizontal interactions or 

technicolor, may well allow lower mass scales. 

Another possibility is to modify the fermion content of the 

theory so that sin2fjW<3/8 at M 
X' For example, Kim and Song I 3 6.44 

have considered Sun models for which 

sun yi-4 sunw2 x su2 x u1 
X 

MI’q x su2 x u1 (6.43) 

They find that very small values of MX (lo'-lo6 GeV) can be obtained 

for n > 9, therefore avoiding a large hierarchy. The way that this 

works is that the low asymptotic values (e.g. l/4) for sinL ew 

allow a renormalization down to -" 0.23 for small M 
X' The unifica- 

tion of the SU: coupling constant is possible because the coupling 

constant of the intermediate SUn,2 group in which SU; is embedded 

varies much more rapidly than that of SU; alone. The mechanism is 

similar to that of the SUin group [3.104], which also allows a small 
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MX’ In the present case, however, the proton would have to be 

made stable by the addition of an appropriate global symmetry 

(Chapter 41. 

Other models with multiple thresholds and/or different 

asymptotic values for sin26 W are described in [6.43,6.45-6.461. 

6.3. Topless Models 

The experimental absence (as of this writing) of the t 

quark has prompted several authors [6.47-6.50,6.10] to consider 

models with no t quark. The SU; x SU2 x Ul versions of these 

models generally have vectorlike assignments for the third family, 

with b, and bR in SU2 singlets and TC- L R both in doublets. The I 
extension of these models to grand unified groups, such as SU 6 
16.471, SU7~.49,6.10], or E6 [6.50], g enerally requires the intro- 

duction of a fourth family similar to the third, with a heavy 

charge -l/3 quark h in a singlet and a heavy charged lepton M- 

in a doublet. FCNC effects will generally result unless the singlet 

states b and h are forbidden by additional symmetries from mixing 

with the d and s. (Similar statements apply to ei and mixing 

with pi and M R.) If such mixings are absent, then b decay and CP 

violation will have to be due to additional interactions outside 

of the GWS model. These can be either gauge interactions or Higgs 

mediated interactions. The resulting decay modes of the b are 

therefore unusual - most models predict that the b will always 

decay semi-leptonically. The topless grand unified models must 

evade the survival hypothesis in order to keep b and T- light. 

This is generally accomplished by having G first break down to an 
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intermediate group Gl which forbids Gl invariant masses for b and 

T : GIY=an be SU; x SU2D x SU2R x Ul i6.501 , ! Su4 x Su2 x Ul (where 

the SU4 contains baryon number violating generators) t6.491, or a 

horizontal symmetry [6.10?. Topless models are further discussed 

in Sections 2.4.4, 3.4.4, and 6.1.2, and in r6.48, 6.511. 

6.4. Asymptoti'c Fre'e'dom 

There are several issues to discuss concerning asymptotic 

freedom. The first is whether the theory is asymptotically free 

(AF) above the unification mass M? The answer to this question 

is generally no, at least for theories involving explicit Higgs 

fields (which includes all known realistic theories), because the 

quartic coupling constants in the Higgs potential generally grow 

with energy. The only exception seems to be theories in which 

additional superheavy fermions are added to the theory [6.52,6.53]. 

Diagrams involving fermion loops can contribute to the renormaliza- 

tion group equations for the Higgs self couplings in a direction 

to make the coupling decrease with energy. It is sometimes possible 

to choose special relations (called eigenvalue conditions) between 

the gauge, Higgs, and Yukawa couplings which are preserved by re- 

normalization and which lead to asymptotically free solutions to 

the equations. These relations generally imply a supersymmetry 

between the bosons and fermions. Examples have been given for 

s"5 c 
-l 6.521 and for E6 is.531 . These models, in addition to being 

asymptotically free, have the attractive feature of having only one 

coupling constant (the gauge coupling g), because the Yukawa and 

Higgs couplings are proportional to g or g2 by the eigenvalue 
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condition. On the other hand, they require a complicated pattern 

of additional fermions. Also, it is not obvious why the initial 

conditions on the couplings should satisfy the eigenvalue conditions. 

For theories in which the scalar self interactions are not 

asymptotically free one can still ask whether the gauge coupling 

constant is asymptotically free above the unification mass? Most 

of the smaller grand unified group have asymptotically free gauge 

couplings if one does not introduce too many fermions and Higgs 

fields. Vaughn [6.54] h as classified many of the interesting cases. 

For example, SU5 has an AF gauge coupling for < 13 families of - 
fermions (each in a 5* + 10). Similarly, Son with all left-handed 

fermiOnS in a single spinor representation is AF for n < 20. - 

(These limits are reduced somewhat when the Higgs contributions to 

the b functions in (2.238) are included.) E6 has an AF gauge 

coupling for fermions in several 27's, but in this case the limits 

on the number of Higgs fields are somewhat restrictive [6.54,6.20-j. 

Some of the large groups introduced to include horizontal symme- 

tries do not have AF coupling constants. For example, the SO22 

model [2.122] is not AF, nor 16.131 is the SUll model 13.381 . 

Several studies of horizontal symmetries have included an AF gauge 

coupling constant as a constraint on the selection of acceptable 

models L6.5, 6.9, 6.191. 

It is not clear what the consequences of non-asymptotically 

free couplings would be. Asymptotic freedom guarantees that per- 

turbation theory is valid at short distances, but perturbation 

theory will also hold in those non-AF theories for which the 
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The implications 

couplings remain reasonably small below the Planck mass./of a 

non-AF-coupling constant for the early universe, when the relevant 

coupling constants would be large, are also not known [6.55]. 

For the possible relevance of non-AF quartic couplings to the 

hierarchy problem, see Section 6.9. 

At mass scales below the unification mass the unbroken sub- 

group will generally contain non-AF gauge couplings (e.g. the Ul 

coupling in the standard model subgroup of SU5), as well as non-AF 

Higgs couplings. These are generally not a problem as long as the 

couplings do not grow-too rapidly with energy (otherwise, they 

may diverge below the unification mass). Elias "6.56/i and Cabibbo 2 ,_ 
et al. /2.74.' have studied the renormalization group equations for ..i 

an unbroken SU: xsu xu 2 1 subgroup with a single Higgs doublet. 

The requirement that the quartic coupling X remain finite up to a 

unification mass of z 1014 GeV sets an upper limit on the Higgs 

boson mass of 1-1~ 5 280 GeV. (200 GeV if all fermions are light.) 

Cabibbo et al. r2.74jalso derive L several other bounds, including 

an upper limit of <, 250 GeV on heavy fermion masses, which follows 

from the requirement that Yukawa couplings should be well behaved 

up to the unification mass. It should be noted that these bounds 

are based on the relations between masses and coupling constants 

in the minimal model. It may be possible to evade them, at least 

in detail, in models with more Higgs multiplets. Also, it is con- 

ceivable that higher order contributions to the renormalization 

group equations, which start to become important once the couplings 

begin to grow, could modify or invalidate the bounds (which were 
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based on the one loop approximation). 

Trampton [6.57] has pointed out some serious difficulties 

with the intermediate energy behavior of the coupling contants in 

most grand unified theories incorporating technicol.or (see Section 

6.8). 

6.5. The' Neut.al' Cu'rre'nt 

Grand unified theories have several kinds of implications 

for the structure of the low energy weak neutral current. 

First, the asymptotic value of sin2eW is predicted in terms 

of the SU2 x Ul representation content of the fermions in the theory. 

The renormalization of sin2ew down to low energies depends on the 

pattern of SSB. These issues are described in Sections 4.2.1 and 

6.2. 

Secondly, most models involve Higgs representations which 

contain Higgs triplets. These are potentially very dangerous 

because they would lead to p = MW2/Mz2 cos2ew # 1 if their VEV's 

<vl> were comparable to those of the Higgs doublets, --l/2" 
while the experimental value is p = 0.992 2 0.017 (+_ 0.011) 12.701. 

Magg and Wetterich c6.231 h ave shown that the Higgs potential will 

generally contain a minimum at <vl> 2 <vl,2>2/<v>,where <v> is 

superlarge. (The argument is given for a special case in Section 

6.1.3). Hence, if a hierarchy exists (<v 
l/2 

>-cc< <v>),for some 

still unexplained reason, then one has automatically that 

<vl> <<< ivl,2> and p 2 1. Examples of this phenomenon were 

given earlier by BEGN 13.31 in the SU5 model (see Eqn. (3.54)), 

and by Barbieri and Nanopoulos in an E6 model c3.921 . One possible 
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loophole to this argument is that the same unnatural miracle 

that led to <vli2 > <<< <v> could conceivably cause the denominator 

in the expression for <vl> to vanish as well. Also, there is no 

guarantee that this minimum for <v 1 > is the global minimum. 

Some grand unified theories, such as the topless E6 model, 

have the potential of leading to large FCNC effects due to mixing 

between SU2 doublets and singlets. This depends more on the weak 

subgroup (e.g. SU3 x Ul or, for the E6 model, SU3L x SU3R) than 

on the grand unification group. 

Finally, grand unified groups larger than SU5 can lead to 

low energy subgroups containing extra Ul factors. If the associated 

bosons are sufficiently light, they can modify the structure of 

the neutral current. Zee and Kim L6.581 have considered the struc- 

ture of the neutral current that can result from an SU5 x Ul theory 

(which can result from the breakdown of an Sun theory, for example). 

Barr and Zee [6.5ij have given the parametrization of the weak neu- 

tral current resulting from SU5 x IIUl,. Masiero 63.621 and Deshpande 

and Iskandar r3.631 have considered the weak group SU2 x Ul x Ul 

that can result from the breakdown of Solo. The two ul's, which 

correspond to B-L and TR3, can emerge from several different patterns 

of SSB (Sections 3.4.3 and 6.1.3). Claudson, Georgi, and Yildiz 

c 6.601 have described the effects of additional neutral bosons 

found in some topless models. None of these extra Ul factors would 

be of phenomenological relevance unless the masses of the correspond- 

ing bosons are of the same order as s and MZ. Existing limits are 

only of order 2 (2-4)MZ [2.70,3.62-3.63,6.60-j. 
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6.6. CP and T Violation 

J?he modifications of the discussion of CP violation in 

Section 2.4.4 due to grand unification are: (a) G invariance 

implies that there is a single 8 parameter relevant to all the 

interactions. There is a term xe of the form (2.226) in the 

Lagrangian, with the sum on the right extending over all the 

generators of G; (b) Extra symmetries added to theories of soft 

or spontaneous CP violation must not conflict with G invariance; 

and (c) The baryon asymmetry of the universe constitutes an addi- 

tional phenomenological constraint (at very high mass scales) on 

theories of CP violation. 

We will see that there is a basic conflict between the 8 

problem and the baryon asymmetry problem. Theories with hard CP 

violation have little difficulty in generating an adequate baryon 

asymmetry but do not explain why the renormalized value of 0 is 

so small. Theories with soft or spontaneous CP violation can ex- 

plain the small value of 8, but have great difficulty in generating 

a sufficiently large baryon asymmetry. 

Theories with Hard CP Violation 

Theories with hard CP violation (e.g. with CP violating 

phases in the Yukawa couplings and/or the quartic terms in the 

Hiss potential) can generate a large baryon asymmetry, as des- 

cribed in Chapter 5, if enough Higgs multiplets are introduced. 

CP violation at low energies can be mediated by charged W bosons be- 

cause of the phases in the generalized Cabibbo matrix. (Other 

sources of CP violation are also possible). There may be additional 
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phases associated with the couplings of the superheavy bosons, such 

as,the-phases in the matrices u A Ad R' R' and A: in (3.83). The 

minimal SU 5 model in (3.85) does not have any phases that are ob- 

servable to lowest order in nucleon decay (as can be seen in (4.18)), 

but Hurlbert and Wilczek [6.61] h avepointed out that the extra phases 

in more complicated models could generate T violating correlations 

in various nucleon decay modes. For example, there could be a cor- 

relation (E 
l-r+ - ET-) & l (p x 5) in the decay ~+P~v++~+IT-~', where 

p and s are the muon momentum and spin and k is the relative rT+nTT- 

momentum. 

Theories with hard CP violation generally have the same dif- 

ficulties with the 8 parameter as in the non-unified models des- 

cribed in Section 2.4.4. In particular, it is difficult to under- 

stand why the renormalized value of 6 is so small. One interesting 

solution to the problem has been given by Deshpande and Mannheim 

[3.97] in a chiral SU8L x SU8R model. Their model possesses a global 

‘8~ X U8R symmetry, with the two extra ul generators corresponding 

to fermion number and axial fermion number. The axial UIA current 

has an anomaly and it can therefore be used to llrotate away" Fe, 

as in Section 2.4.4. However, there is no axion in this case: 

both the UIA generator FA and a gauge symmetry generator T are 

spontaneously broken but a linear combination aF A + PT generates 

an unbroken global symmetry. Hence, there is only one Goldstone 

boson, corresponding to the orthogonal combination. This is 

Ileaten" to give mass to the gauge boson associated with T. (This 

is the 'tHooft trick f4.691 . See Section 4.4.). Similarly, the 
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vector generator (fermion number) is spontaneously broken (there 

is,a MaAorana neutrino mass) but a linear combination of F with 

a local generator survives which corresponds to baryon number. 

The proton is therefore stable (Section 4.4). The Deshpande- 

Mannheim trick can in principle be applied to any model that has 

a global symmetry with an anomaly in its vertex with two gauge 

currents. The standard SU5 model does in fact have a global 

symmetry (Eqn. (4.54)),but the relevant anomaly is zero. 

Theories with Spontaneo'us CP Violation 

Theories with spontaneous CP violation run into several 

difficulties when embedded in grand unified theories. The first 

is that spontaneous CP violation is not sufficient to guarantee a 

small enough value for 8. It is also necessary for arg det mL to 

vanish at tree level (Eqn. 2.228). The extra symmetries that have 

been added to the standard model to enforce this often cannot be 

extended to grand unified theories, however. For example, the second 

model in I- 1 2 131 requires an asymmetric u quark mass matrix, while 

the minimal SU5 model has a symmetric MU. One model that does work 

is due to Mohapatra and Wyler 16.621, who modified the Georgi- 

Jarlskog model 13.181 in (6.24) and (6.29) by adding more Higgs 

fields (to allow for spontaneous CP violation). The structure 

of MU and M d is 

MU = 

0 Hl O 

Hl O H3 

0 H3 H2 

0 Hl i 0 

Hit $451 0 
I 

! 
H2+/ (6.44) 

f 
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where the entries represent the Higgs fields that can contribute 

to the%orresponding term ((6.44) is actually a somewhat prettier 

modification P I 6.63 of the Mohapatra-Wyler model). The form of 

(6.44) can be guaranteed by a U: (or a U:) global symmetry, which 

must be softly broken by Higgs mass terms to avoid unwanted 

Goldstone Bosons [6.63] . C'P can then be spontaneously broken 

if the VEV's of the Higgs fields are complex, but 

det mL = det MU det Md is real from the form of (6.44). Another 

model with det m L real at tree level has been given by Harvey, 

Ramond, and Reiss f3.681. All of these models require multiple 

Higgs representations and therefore are subject to the criticisms 

given in Section 6.1.4. 

An even more fundamental difficulty with theories of spon- 

taneous (or soft) CP violation is that the CP invariance is usually 

restored at high temperatures (T - 10-1000 GeV) so that a baryon 

asymmetry would not have been generated. 

At finite temperature the VEV <$> of a scalar field is 

replaced by an ensemble average c@(T)>. <Q(T)> may be obtained 

[6.64-6.671 by minimizing a T dependent Higgs potential VT($), 

which is obtained from'the zero temperature potential by replacing 

the Higgs mass matrix p2 by [6.66-6.671 

M2(T) = p2 + CT2 . (6.45) 

The matrix C depends on the gauge, Higgs, and Yukawa couplings in 

the theory, and is due to the interaction of the Higgs particle 

with bosons and fermions in the finite temperature plasma. The 

most common situation is for C to be diagonal and positive. 
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In that case, the eigenvalues of ~~(7’) will all be positive for 

large 1;c and c@(T)> = 0 above a critical temperature Tc. The 

symmetries broken by <$> (such as CP or SU 2 x Ul) are therefore 

restored above T C’ It is sometimes possible, however, to choose 

the Higgs parameter so that some of the components of C are nega- 

tive 16.66-J. In this case, some of the components of c@(T)> will 

remain nonzero at high T (typically c@(t)> z T). In this case, 

the symmetries are not restored. It is even possible to have 

c@(O)> = 0 and c@(T)> # 0 for T > T C’ in which case there is a 

high temperature transition to a lower symmetry phase [6.66]. 

Note, however, that such models typically require a complicated 

Higgs system with rather large quartic Higgs couplings. 

Mohapatra and Senjanovic/ [6.68] have constructed a series 

of models in which spontaneous CP violation is not restored at 

high temperatures. If this mechanism were implemented in a theory 

with det m L real at tree level, then one would have not only a 

small 8 but also a non-zero baryon asymmetry. It is not clear whether 

the baryon asymmetry would be sufficiently large, however. All CP 

violation is associated with Higgs VEV's, so to generate a baryon 

asymmetry one must consider diagrams similar to Fig. 5.1 but with 

one or more Higgs mass insertions. Mass insertions on fermion lines 

are greatly suppressed by Yukawa couplings (at least two are required), 

while diagrams with mass insertions on the internal Higgs line are 

suppressed by 2 hT2,M:, [6.63,5.38,6.68] , where %I is the mass of the 

superheavy decaying Higgs particle. This factor is small because of 

the condition T<<MH for nonequilibrium. 
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Harvey, Ramond, and Reiss r3.681 have taken a very different 

approa& to the problems of spontaneous CP violation. In their 

model ordinary low energy CP violation is associated with the VEV's 

of the SU, doublet components of several 10's and 126's. These 
,L 

VEV's go to zero above the SU2 

the $126 whichGreaksSOIO down 

to V'R has a superlarge complex 

x Ul phase transition. However, 

to su5 and gives a Majorana mass 

VEV. 1+126(T)> will not go to 

zero until the temperature is comparable to the unification mass, 

so CP violation will still be present at the time of baryon number 

generation. It is not known whether an adequate asymmetry can be 

generated, however. 

Domain Structure of the Universe 

Another problem with models with spontaneous CP violation, 

even if it survives up to MK, is that they may lead to a domain 

structure of the universe. If CP is restored above MK, then as 

the universe cools through the grand unified phase transition, 

the spontaneously generated CP phase in regions that are not 

causally connec,ted will generally be different. As these regions 

expand and collide domains will form. Several authors [5.26,5.2, 

5.151 have pointed out that$fgn of the baryon asymmetry will differ 

from domain to domain. If the tension in the domain walls were 

sufficiently weak to allow mixing of the domains then the baryon 

asymmetry would be washed out. 

However, Zeldovich, Okun, and Kobzarev c2.148, 6.64,6.69] 

have argued that instead of this mixing an even more serious 

problem occurs: the energy density in the domain walls would be 
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so large as to lead to observable anisotropy in the universe for 

most vaties of the Higgs parameters (unless pi/h <, 10m5 GeV3, 

where vH and X are the relevant Higgs mass and quartic couplings). 

Their objection applies not only to spontaneous CP violation, but 

also to any spontaneously broken discrete symmetry. This domain 

wall problem is presumably avoided if the discrete symmetry is 

never restored (not even above MX). 

Conclusion 

CP violation is just as mysterious in grand unified theories 

as it is at the level of the standard model. Grand unification has 

not resolved the 8 problem and has created the additional problem 

of having enough CP violation at high temperature to generate an 

adequate baryon asymmetry. 

6.7. Magnetic Moilopoles 

One of the most attractive features of grand unified theories 

is that they suggest that the baryon asymmetry of the universe may 

have been generated dynamically in the first instant after the big 

bang. Unfortunately, these theories also predict the existence of 

(generally superheavy) magnetic monopoles. These may also have been 

produced prolifically soon after the big bang and could very well 

contribute far too much to the energy density of the-present uni- 

verse. In this section I will indicate the major issues involved. 

For the technical details, which are far outside the scope of this 

article, see the existing reviews L 6.69-6.72,5.4] and the original 

papers. 

't Hooft-Polyakov magnetic monopoles 13.281 are topologically 
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stable classical configurations of the Higgs and gauge fields that 

can occa;lr as solutions to spontaneously broken gauge theories. 

General introductions to the subject of magnetic monopoles are 

given in [6.73]. All that we will require, however, is the key 

result that stable monopole solutions occur for any gauge theory 

in which a semi-simple gauge group G is broken at a mass M X to a 

subgroup H = h x Ul containing an explicit Ul factor. This in- 
EM cludes all realistic grand unified theories, since Ul is presum- 

ably unbroken. The monopole mass and magnetic charge are then 

of order m M -. 4~r Mx/g2 and qM - 2r/g, respectively. For the SU5 

model, for example, MX > 10 14 GeV, which implies ml, 2 1016 GeV. 
EM It is not important whether H is regarded as Gs or SUT x Ul in 

these estimates. The quantum numbers, masses, and other properties 

of the monopoles in the SU5 and similar models are discussed in 

[6.74-6.78,6.71]. 

The production of monopoles in the early universe was first 

discussed in the context of grand unified theories by Preskill 

r6.791. (See also the earlier papers of Kibble 16.691 and 

Zel'dovich and Khlopov r6.801). Preskill considered the following 

questions: (a) How many monopoles were initially produced when 

the temperature T was of order Ti 2 MX? (b) HOW many monopole- 

antimonopole pairs subsequently annihilated? (c) What are the 

observational limits on the present monopole density? 

Let us consider these questions in reverse order. Preskill 

argued that conventional cosmic ray searches would not have been 

sensitive to superheavy monopoles because they would be non-rela- 

tivistic and would therefore not ionize strongly. Also they might 
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not be found in the earth's crust because of the earth's gravi- 

tationa attraction. (Carrigan [6.81] h as reviewed terrestrial 

and lunar monopole searches and suggested limits based on the 

heat generated by monopole annihilation in the earth's core.) 

However, if the ratio E(T) = nM(T) /s (T) of monopole to entropy 

density at temperature is 7 too large then the monopole mass would 

dominate the energy density of the universe, (s(T) is a better 

variable to use [- -I 6 82 than the more common r(T) E nM(T)/T', 

because the former is a constant for an adiabatically expanding 

universe if M-M annihilation can be ignored). Preskill argued 

that E(T = 2.7OK) < 10 -24 from the limit on the present energy 

density of the universe and that E(T = 1 MeV)< 10 -19 to avoid 

upsetting the standard scenario for helium production. 

Preskill [6.79] 1 a so considered the magnetic capture and 

subsequent annihilation of M-z pairs. He concluded that annihila- 

tions could have reduced a large initial density &(Ti) to 

E - lo-l1 at T = 1 MeV. If s(Ti) < lO-11, however, the annihila- 

tion rate would be negligible and &(Ti) = E(T = 1 MeV). Preskill 

therefore concluded that the observational limits require 

E(T~) < 10 
-19 

. Steigman has argued [6.83] that the stronger 

limit E(T,.) < lO-24 is probably necessary. This would imply that 

annihilations in stars and galaxies subsequent to the period Of 

helium synthesis were not important. 

The estimate of the initial density E(T~) is the most 

difficult question. Presumably the universe was in a phase in which 

SU5 (or G) was unbroken for T>>MX. As the universe cooled it 

underwent one or more transitions to a phase in which SU5 was broken. 
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The number of monopoles produced depends strongly on-the nature 

of this^SU5 phase transition, which has been discussed in 

[6.84-6.87-j. 

If the transition to the phase in which monopole solutions 

exist was second order (i.e. the minimum of the temperature dependent 

Higgs potential varied continuously from <a>= 0 to <Q>#O). 'then 

m,(T) , MX(T) I and the Higgs mass vH(T) would all have been zero 

at the critical temperature Tc; monopoles could have been pro- 

lifically produced by thermal fluctuations in the fields for 

T < Tc [6.79,6.88,6.69]. 

Einhorn, Stein, and Toussaint [6.88] followed Kibble 

r* 1 6 69 in arguing that as the universe cooled through Tc the Higgs 

fields in uncorrelated parts of the universe would have developed 

VEV's in different directions in their internal symmetry indices. 

As these domains expanded and merged defects (monopoles) would 

occasionally have been formed in which the fields had non-trivial 

topological properties. The initial monopole density would be 

nM * P/S31 where 5 is the correlation length of the Higgs field 

and p w l/10 is a group theoretic factor involving the probability 

of forming a defect. The estimate of < is very difficult. For a 

second order transition the equilibrium correlation.length is 

actually infinite at T = T c, but Einhorn et al [6.88] have argued 

that the rapid cooling of the universe through Tc would leave in- 

sufficient time for 5 to grow indefinitely. They give two estimates 

of 5 based on the expansion rate of the universe. For 5 equal to 

the particle horizon, which is essentially the maximum distance 
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between causally related points, they find E(T~) - 10 -11 , which 

is mucl?too large. However, arguments based on the horizon are 

somewhat questionable because soon after the big bang the universe 

was apparently homogeneous and isotropic on a scale much larger 

then the horizon (the horizon problem). Einhorn et al therefore 

give an alternate estimate based on the assumption that S(T) cannot 
-7 expand faster than the speed of light. This yields E(T~) - 10 . 

Bais and Rudaz [6.89] have argued that the initial value 

of E should be - exp (-mM(TG)/TG), where the Ginsburg temperature 

TG < Tc is the temperature below which the thermal fluctuations 

cannot restore a region of volume t3 to the unbroken phase. 

This gives [6.79,6.89] 

E (Ti) - exp(-c X%/g' ) - exp (-c pH/MX) . (6.46) 

Bais and Rudaz estimate that c may be as large as 36 in the SU5 :L 
model (it may be much smaller), so that a small Ed may result 

for large enough vH/MX (They also consider the possibility of 

dynamical breaking of SU5, in which case the effective l-lH should 

be even larger). This argument gives some hope that the monopoles 

may not be a problem, at least for some range of SU5 parameters. 

However, the equilibrium arguments on which (6.46) is based are 

somewhat questionable. In particular, they ignore the expansion 

rate of the universe and lead to many fewer than one monopole per 

causally connected domain. (It has been speculated [5.4] that 

gauge invariance may lead to the necessary acausal correlations). 
C- 

Preskill I6.791, Einhorn et al. I 1 r6.88 , and Guth and Tye 

(6.84-j h ave suggested that monopole production could have been 
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greatly suppressed if the phase transition was strongly first order 

(i.e. the global minimum changes discontinuously from one local 

minimum to another). This canoccur if a Tr Q3 term is added to 

the Higgs potential [ 6.79,6.84] or if the quartic couplings are 

small enough that radiative corrections to V(Q) are important 

;6.79,6.85-6.877. In the Guth and Tye scenario L [6.84,6.90] , 

s"5 is first broken (by a second order transition) to SU4 x Ul 

at T 1 1: 1015 GeV, and then to SUY x SU2 x Ul by a first order 

transition at T2 - 1013GeV . Below T2 the transition from the 

metastable SU4 x Ul invariant false vacuum to the true vacuum is 

supposed to occur by the nucleation and expansion of bubbles. 

Monopoles can be produced by the coalescence of these bubbles, 

but Guth and Tye argued that if the nucleation rate is small enough 

there will be significant supercooling. This may lead to a suf- 

ficiently small initial monopole density. Guth c6.913 argued that 

the large energy density associated with the metastable vacuum 

would lead to an exponentially expanding universe. This could 

explain both the horizon problem and the reason the present uni- 

verse is close to the critical density. Unfortunately, this exciting 

scenario has run into a severe difficulty: if the nucleation rate 

is small enough to suppress monopoles then the exponential expansion 

of the universe may prevent the phase transition from ever occurring, 

at least in a way consistent with observations 1 6.91-6.93'6.821. 

It therefore appears to be difficult to adequately suppress 

the initial production of monopoles in the ordinary SU5 model, 

although the matter is still controversial. Several other solutions 

to the monopole problem have been suggested. 
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Several authors [6.77,6.94-6.977 have suggested that M-M i- 
annihi&tions may have been enormously enhanced if the M-M pairs 

were joined by magnetic flux strings. For example, Lazarides 

and Shafi [6.95] h 
r- 

ave utilized the Nambu i"6.981 argument that 

the Ut magnetic flux would be squeezed into strings below the 

SU2 x Ul phase transition (in analogy to the confinement of 

ordinary magnetic flux in a superconductor). Therefore, monopoles 

carrying U Z 1 magnetic charge should be confined and annihilated 

below the SU2 x Ul phase transition. However, this mechanism 
EM would not eliminate the monopoles carrying Ul magnetic charge 

only, which occur in all of the ordinary models. (Lazarides et 

al. l6.961 have found one SOlo model in which all of the monopoles 

are annihilated, but this model requires a strongly first order 

transition to an intermediate SU4 x SU2 x SU2 phase). A possible 

resolution to this problem has been given by Linde [6.97-j 'who 

suggested that all monopoles associated with a non-abelian genera- 

tor (including the Uy monopoles) may have been confined above the 

phase transition by plasma effects. One difficulty with these 

annihilationmechanismsis that the annihilation will lead to a 

reheating of the universe c6.951 (by a factor of Z 10 for an 

initial E of 10 -11 ) and therefore to a dilution of the baryon to 

entropy ratio (by Z 103). 

Langacker and Pi [6.99,6.72] h ave suggested that G may 

have undergone a series of phase transitions, with an explicit Ul 

factor only occurring at low temperatures. (See also [6.7i/ .) 

They constructed an SU 5 model in which 
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EM 
su5 + su; j su; x u1 

Tl T2 (6.47) 

with T 1 2 MX and T2 z 1 TeV. Stable 1016 GeV monopole solutions 

would occur for T < T2 but not nearly enough energy would be avail- 

able to produce them at that time. Electric charge would not be 

conserved during the intermediate SU; phase, but the charge violat- 

ing reactions would have been in equilibrium for T > T2; any net 

charge density in the present universe produced by fluctuations 

would be far less than the observational limits (in fact, charge 

neutrality does not have to be postulated as an initial condition 

on the big bang in such models [5.4]). This model eliminates 

monopoles entirely, but only at the cost of a complicated Higgs 

system. 

It has been suggested [6.94,6.79,6.70] that monopoles could 

have been concentrated in collapsed systems where their annihila- 

tion would be rapid. (This would reheat the systems so that the 

presently observed galaxies may have been formed after the universe 

retooled). However, Goldman, Kolb, and Toussaint [6.100] have 

given a series of arguments that apparently rule out this possibility. 

In theories with a low unification mass the limits on 

~(1 MeV) are less stringent and the annihilation rate is more 

rapid [6.79j. E (1 MeV) <lo-l5 could be obtained by annihilation 

for MX 2 10 lo GeV [6.79]; Of course, the proton decay would have 

to be greatly suppressed in such a model. 

Finally, Preskill 'r6 "' .79j has suggested several more desperate 

ways of avoiding magnetic monopoles, most of which involve giving 
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up the basic ideas of grand unification or of the explanation of 

the bar^yon asymmetry. 

There are therefore a number of possibilities for eliminat- 

ing or suppressing the magnetic monopoles. Unfortunately, most 

of the methods have their drawbacks, and it is difficult to imagine 

experimental tests to distinguish between them. 

6.8. Dynamical Symmetry Breaking 

Attempts to incorporate technicolor (TC) and extended 

technicolor (ETC) interactions (Section 2.5.3) into grand unified 

theories encounter several serious difficulties. The first is 

the lack of a compelling ETC model. The others will be described 

below. The most detailed study is that of Fahri and Susskind 

[6.101], who consider an SU 7 
model with the left-handed fermions 

in the anomaly free representation [7,2] + f7,4+b,6]. SU7 combines 
TC the SU5 model with a toy SU2 technicolor group SU2 . The SU7 

group is assumed to break to SUETC x SU 2 x Ul at MX _ > 1014 GeV, 

where SU ETC TC 
5 includes SU: and SU2 as well as the ETC interactions. 

(There is no stage at which SU7 is broken to the ordinary SU5 

group. 1 It is assumed that SUFTC TC is broken to SU2 x SU; at 

METC z 100 TeV. Below %TC' 
TC the SU; and SU2 interactions 

evolve independently. Ideally, one would like for 'g3 and g TC to 

become large at PL <l GeV and A'2 1 TeV, respectively. Such a be- 

havior would actually require a larger TC group than SU2, which is 

why this is a toy model. One can imagine more realistic models in 

which fY' 1 1 TeV, however. Then one expects a vacuum condensation 

of DQ techniquark pairs, leading to the dynamical breakdown of the 
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su2 x u1 electroweak group, as described in Section 2.5.3. The 

Fahri-3usskind SU7 model leads to two light fermion families, 

with small masses generated by the ETC mechanism. (It does not 

give such SU5 relations as md,/ms = me/mll). 

A major problem with this and similar models is that the 

origins of the first two stages of symmetry breaking (at MX and 

METC) are unexplained. One could assume that these breakings are 

due to the ordinary Higgs mechanism, but then one loses much of the 

rationale for considering technicolor. 

There is a danger in such models that proton decay may be 

mediated by the exchange of two relatively light (100 TeV) ETC 

bosons. In fact, this is prevented, at least in the SU 7 model, 

by two globally conserved quantum numbers. Proton decay can still 

be mediated by the superheavy X and Y bosons of the ordinary SU5 

subgroup. CP violation is not well understood in ETC models, so 

it is difficult to discuss the baryon asymmetry. However, the 

lack of elementary Higgs fields that couple to fermions may make it 

difficult to generate an adequate asymmetry. 

Fahri and Susskind [S.lOl] h ave briefly discussed models 

based on SUg, SUll, . . . . which can contain more realistic (larger) 

TC subgroups. One then has 

su 2n+l' suEZFl xsu xu MX 2 1 

_. TC .-.. cxsu xu (6.48) &TC 2 100 ' SP2n-4 x "3 TeV 2 1 

but the mechanisms for these two stages of breaking are still 

unexplained. SO14, SO18, and SO22 models which combine SOlo 
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with horizontal symmetries and TC interactions have been constructed 

by Gell:Mann, Ramond, and Slansky [2.122]. They were described in 

Section 6.1.2. Sol8 has also been considered by Georgi and Witten 

[ .6.102]. Goldman and Ross r6.421 have discussed the renormalization L 

group equations for SU:" theories. 

A very serious difficulty has been emphasized by Frampton 

I6.571. The basic TC scenario requires that the TC group G TC be 

asymptotically free below METC (i.e. bTC > 0 in (2.238)). One 

also needs A' r 1 TeV >> A. (Recall that this did not actually 

occur in the SU7 model). In order for g TC and g 3 to come together 

at METC it is therefore necessary for g TC to evolve more rapidly 

than g3 (i.e. bTC > b3). This in turn requires either that G TC 

be larger than SU; or that the TC and color fermion representations 

be different. (Another option is for a small GTC to become part 

of a larger group at some mass between f~' and METC.) However, 

Frampton has shown [6.57] that bTC > 0 and b TC > b 3 cannot be 

satisfied in a general class of Son and anomaly free Sun models 

because of the large number of fermions present. (Frampton also 

discusses some possible loopholes.) 

These two problems, the lack of appropriate behavior of 

9 
TC and g3 and the unexplained mechanisms for symmetry breaking at 

METC and M x, have seriously hindered the construction of grand uni- 

fied theories with dynamical symmetry breaking (DSB). Other aspects 

of DSB have been discussed earlier. These include the effects of 

technicolor fermions on the estimate of MX (Section 4.3.7)' the 

need to avoid a repetition of identical fermion representations 
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(Section 6.1.2)' and the observation that the fL X fL product in 

the E6model contains all the terms needed to break E6 down to 

su; x u”1 (Section 3.4.4). The implications of DSB for the 

hierarchy problem are discussed in the next section. 

6.9. The Hierarchy Problem 

The hierarchy problem refers to the incredibly tiny ratio 

g/M; 5 1O-24 that occurs in most grand unified theories. Such 

a hierarchy of masses is not a natural feature: if the masses are 

generated by the Higgs mechanism one would normally expect all of 

the masses to be of the same order of magnitude. In order to 

obtain a mass 2 ratio of 10 -24 it appears to be necessary to adjust 

or fine tune the parameters in the Higgs potential to 24 decimal 

places! This tuning must take into account the radiative correc- 

tions to the potential, which can be very large compared to 10 -24 . 

It has even been questioned whether such an adjustment is possible 

13.301. 

Before describing the hierarchy in more detail it is useful 

to consider several other mass hierarchies. The ratio A2/Mc _ < lo-28, 

where A - 300 MeV is the QCD parameter, is even smaller than 

+/M; . (The two ratios must be considered independent because fl 

and s are not related in the standard model). However, in this 

case the hierarchy is a simple consequence of the logarithmic 

variation of the strong coupling as with Q 2 . as is of order 
2 unity at A , while as (MC) ix a5 O’$ 2 0.0244 is small. Therefore, 

from (3.45) and (3.46) one has 
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A2 
2 - exp <<< 1 , 
MX 

(6.49) 

where c 1 - l/B3 = 0 (1) . The precise value of u5(Mi) is not 

important. Any small value will give similar results (i.e. no fine 

tuning is necessary). 

Another interesting hierarchy is MX/mP Z 10 -4 -10B5 (mP is 

the Planck mass). The two masses are close enough to suggest that 

they may be related (perhaps grand unified theories are somehow 

combined with quantum gravity at a mass - mP; for some other specula- 

tions, see [6.103] and [6.1041), 1 but one might then wonder why the 

ratio is not closer to unity. 

There are also large mass hierarchies that occur at the level 

of the standard model. Assuming mv = 0, the non-zero masses range 

from me = 0.51 MeV up to MZ (, 100 GeV. In the standard model the 

mass ratios are determined by completely arbitrary ratios of Yukawa 

couplings with each other or with gauge couplings. Attempts to 

understand or constrain the fermion mass ratios (Section 6.1) have 

not been successful indetai'l-, and there are few ideas relating the 

fermion and gauge boson masses (e.g. some form of supersymmetry?). 

Models with Higgs Bosons 

Let us now return to the ratio -M$M; - Except for those few 

models which have small unification masses (Sections 3.4.5 and 6.2) 

this ratio is extraordinarily small. There are two problems which 

should be distinguished in considering such a hierarchy. The first 

is whether it is possible to adjust the parameters in the Higgs poten- 

tial (including the effects of radiative corrections) so that the 
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desired masses are generated. The second question, even assuming 

that tl% hierarchy is possible, is whether it is natural. The 

technical meaning of the term natural in this context is that the 

hierarchy can exist for a finite range of the parameters in the 

model. If, on the other hand, the hierarchy can only exist when 

the arbitrary parameters are adjusted to a precision of 24 decimal 

places then it is said to be unnatural. Such an unnatural hierarchy 

would imply that nature is based on a 24 figure accident, a situa- 

tion that is almost impossible to believe. Unfortunately, the 

hierarchy appears to be unnatural in most of the models that have 

been considered - this is the hierarchy problem. 

The question of whether a large hierarchy is possible was 

first raised by Gildener r3.301. Subsequently many authors 

[3.3,6.31,6.105-6.1141 studied the issue in the tree and one loop 

approximations to the effective potential. I will now try to 

sketch the basic issues involved. A more detailed critical summary 

may be found in i: 6.1141 (See also [6.lll]j). 

Gildener iI 3.307 -! considered the example of an On theory with 

two vector (n) Higgs representations 2 and ;- The tree level Higgs 

potential is 
2 

3) 

2 1 
+ "i x3 -+* ;* + a h,(;.;)* , X (6.50) 

+ + 
where a x + - X discrete symmetry has been imposed. For A4 > 0, 

the minimum will occur for i;> 
+ 

and <n> orthogonal, so that <g> 

breaks On to Onml and <$> breaks Onml to On-*. The ratior 
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of gauge boson masses 2 associated with these two stages of symmetry 

breakin^g is (at tree level) 

ML2 <;>* hlP2 
2 

r E -= 
-.x3 lJ1* 

MH2 <;>* = A2u12 - x3 p2*: (6.51) 

A hierarchy exists at tree level if r <CC 1. This can be achieved, 

but only if one fine tunes the parameters in (6.51) so that the 

numerator is extremely small. For a similar condition in the SU5 

model, see (3.55). 

The problem occurs when one considers higher order correc- 

tions to V. The parameters in V. are then renormalized and addi- 

tional terms (analogous to (2.190) at the l-loop level) are added 

to v. The expression for r is modified by these new terms and it 

is not a priori obvious that one can still choose parameters SO 

that r <CC 1.1 This issue has not been resolved in general, but 

it has been shown in several examples [3.3,6.106-6.1121 to be possi- 

ble at the one loop level. (The one loop corrections to the SU5 

potential are discussed in b.3,6.112-6.1131.) A second problem 

is that even if a minimum with r <-CC 1: does exist, it is not known 

whether this is the global minimum [3.30,6.114]. A final problem, 

which has led to some confusion in the literature, is the following. 

Let ri represent the approximate expression for Mi/Mi obtained 

when V is computed to the i-loop level. If the parameters of the 

theory are tuned so that r. -CC< 1 then, in general, rl will be 

much larger. For example, the numerator in (6.51) will typically be 

shifted by O(a) so that rl = O(a), It is therefore necessary to 

readjust the original parameters so that r1 <<< 1. After this 
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readjustment, r. will no longer be small in general. (In some 

models-there are enough parameters to make r and r 
0 1 <<< 1 

simultaneously [6.107], at least if one neglects Higgs loop 

contributions to V, but such a program will almost certainly fail 

at higher order.) Similarly, if one works to two loop level, the 

parameters must be adjusted again so that r2 <C-C 1. Then, in 

general, neither r nor r will be small. 
0 1 It is important to 

realize that r 
0’ 

rlt r2' .-- do not have to all be small simul- 

taneously. It is sufficient for the final expression ri, com- 

puted to whatever order one is working, to be small. 

This whole hierarchy question has recently been reformulated 

by Weinberg [6.1151, utilizing a formalism developed earlier, with 

Gildener j6.1161 . The basic result is the following. Suppose G 

is spontaneously broken to G 1' If one or more of the mass eigen- 

values of the resulting Higgs mass matrix (see eqn. (2.75)) is 

zero or extremely small, then a hierarchy may be possible. It is 

essential that the massless particle not be a Goldstone boson 

(e.g., it would be eaten if it were a G.B. of the gauge group), 

that it not be a Gl singlet, and that the mass matrix must be 

expressed in terms of renormalized parameters [6.110-6.1111 . 

If On is broken to OnB1 by <s> # 0 in (6.50), for example, then 

the condition is that a massless or nearly massless (n-l) vector 

must emerge from the symmetry breaking. It is important to 

realize that the questions of existence and naturalness have 

not been answered. They have only been reexpressed in terms of 

the existence and naturalness of a small eigenvalue. 
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If the eigenvalue condition is satisfied then an effective 

field _f;heory can be considered [6.115-6.1171 for the light degrees 

of freedom (Gl gauge bosons, light scalars, and any massless or 

nearly massless fermions). In the case that the mass eigenvalue 

is exactly zero, the Higgs potential in this effective theory is 

(in tree approximation) 

Voh) = $ h (K) abed rlrlrll? , (6.52) . abed 

where n a are the Higgs fields corresponding to the massless eigen- 

value, A(K) are quartic coupling constants renormalized at 

lrll=Kt 7 and discrete n + -n symmetry has been imposed. 

A hierarchy can result if the minimum of the full poten- 

tial V occurs at a nonzero value of na. Weinberg argued [6.1151 

that this can only occur at values of n for which radiative correc- 

tions to V are important. To search for such minima, it is useful 

to WalUate X(K) at a point ~~ for which V. vanishes for some 

orientation of the nam Weinberg argued that if there is such a 

point it will be a local maximum of the full potential and that 

the absolute minimum will be located nearby. In the On example, 
2 

vO 
- l(K) (:*I I where $ is an (n-l) vector. This vanishes at 

K o such that X(K~) = 0. The absolute minimum of V is then deter- 

mined by the one-loop terms, 

Vl(t$ = Aq4 ! ,Qn?l.--g ! t (6.53) 
KO 

where A is a function of X , g4, 2 and Yukawa couplings. The 

minimum occurs at <n> = K o exp U/6) l 

Gl is therefore broken at a mass scale ML S <T-I> = O(ko), 
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where ii = 0. The value of the hierarchy parameter 

r -= M*+M* L H can then be determined in terms of the value of 

h(Mi) by integrating the renormalization group equations. 

Weinberg finds [6.115] 

r , j - 32 n* F = exp 1 
i g* (M;) (6.54) 

If X(M;) z g* $1 , then F is of order unity and r <<< 1. In the 

SU2 x Ul model M.$Mg 2 lO-24 can be achieved if A( 0.3e2 

[6.115-j , where X is the Higgs quartic coupling in (2.131). 

These results are modified slightly if the original eigen- 

value p 2 of the Higgs mass 2 matrix is small but non-zero. Then 

(for the 0 n example), a term 1-1 2 2 n /2 is added to Vo. For u2 < 0, 

an arbitrary hierarchy is possible. If u2 increases from zero, 

<n> decreases. At a certain critical value the true minimum 

switches to <n> = 0 so that G 1 is unbroken. This yields a lower 

bound of ~~ 
2 exp (19/l*) on <n> for the case 1-1 > 0. 

This picture of SSB via radiative corrections is very attrac- 

tive and leads to the testable prediction that the physical Higgs 

mass is in the range 9-10 GeV, depending on the exact value of 

sin2eW e 2.29,6.118;. However, there are two difficulties. The 

first is that the baryon to entropy ratio may be greatly diluted 

at the time of the SU 2 x U 1 phase transition I 7 '5.42 (Chapter 5). 

The other is that a zero or very small eigenvalue for the Higgs 
2 mass matrix at the first stage of symmetry breaking appears to 

be unnatural (even if it is possible) in the usual models. It 

would be very desirable if 1-1 2 = 0 were enforced by some symmetry 
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(e.g. a supersymmetry between Higgs fields and chirally massless 

fermims [6.1151)oor some dynamical principle, but no realistic .a 

examples have been given. Maw I Shafi, and Wetterich r6.119; 

considered toy UIL x UIR and SU2L x SU2P x Ul models in which a 

discrete left-right symmetry forced a zero mass eigenvalue at 

the initial symmetry breaking. However, they found in these 

examples that r = Mt/MP* is always either zero or unity, at least 

at the one loop level, so that no non-trivial hierarchy exists. 

Cheng and Li [6.120] have speculated that the vanishing eigenvalue 

may be associated with an infrared stable fixed point of certain 

quartic coupling constants. It is also possible that V is scale 

invariant (i.e. all mass parameters and cubic couplings are zero) 

and that M X is generated by some dynamical mechanism [6.103-6.1041 

that leaves the other fields massless. 

Ellis, Gaillard, Peterman, and Sachrajda [6.31] have 

speculated that if V is scale invariant (for some unknown reason) 

then the hierarchies (M-,/m-) * and (s/MX) 
2 may both be associated 

2% Y 
with radiative corrections. If the quartic couplings in (3.49), 

g* at m then at smaller mass 
P (3.52) r and (3.53) are of order 

scales the combination a + may evolve rapidly to zero, so 

that SU5 is broken to SU u x SU 3 2 x U 1 at M X' It is still necessary 

to impose one unnatural condition, namely that u*, the mass 2 eigen- 

value of the SU2Higgs doublet, is zero at this first breaking. 

If this occurs, then h in (3.52) evolves much more slowly to 

zero (becauseoof smaller group theoretic factors), leading to a 

second hierarchy with (MW/MX)* << (MX/mp)* <Cl. 
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Models with Dynamical S'ymmetry Breaking '(DSB) 

+If realistic models involving DSB are found they might 

resolve the hierarchy problem. In the technicolor (TC) model, 

for example, the important hierarchy is (A'/Mx)* z lo-**, where 
A' 2 1 TeV is the analogue of A in QCD (see Section 2.5.3). If 

G breaks down directly to GTC x Gs at M x, then (h'/MX)* would 

be given by a formula similar to (6.49), with c replaced by c'. 

Both hierarchies (for A' and A) would be due to a small value of 

g* (M,*) . A' > A requires c' < c (due to GTC being larger than 

su3C or having a different fermion content.) 

Because of the need to generate current masses for the 

light fermions, it is more likely that G TC is joined with SU3' 

into an extended technicolor (ETC) group at METC a= lo5 GeV. It 

is not clear in that case what causes the breaking of the ETC 

group. Raby , Dimopoulos, and Susskind p.l85] have speculated 

that a large group might be broken in a series of steps, all of 

them dynamical. The first breaking is due to the condensation of 

whatever channel of fermion pairs (the most attractive channel) 

has the strongest gorce. The breaking occurs at the scale for 

which this force becomes large. The second stage of breaking is 

due to the condensation of the pairs of the most attractive channel 

of the remaining fermions, at the (lower) mass scale for which 

their attractive force becomes strong. This sequence of symmetry 

breakings, referred to as tumbling, continues to occur as long as 

suitable fermions remain. In particular, the ETC group may be 

broken in a series of stages, leading to a magnified hierarchy of 

light fermion masses, as described in Section 2.5.3. Unfortunately, 
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no realistic example of a tumbling theory has been given. In 

particfilar, Srednicki i6.1211 has considered the S04n+2 and E6 

groups without elementary Higgs fields. The rules developed in 

c 2.1851 do not lead to desirable breaking patterns in these 

examples. 

Other possible dynamical mechanisms for generating a hier- 

archy are discussed by Fr&e [6,1221 and Shaw and Slansky [6.123]. 




